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IlLUE AND WH I TE, 1961 
OUR 
PRINCIPA L 
B. W. BROWN 
SCHOOLING AND EDUCATION 
In the past months newspaper articles have indicated that many people in high places are greatly concerned 
about the relationship between schooling and employment. In our Windsor area, over two-thirds of the unem-
ployed did not stay in school beyond Grade 8. Only 4% of the unemployed have a High School education-
or better. It is reasonable to suppose, therefore, that many of those who arc unemployed are handicapped by 
a lack of schooling. 
This does not mean that all who complete a High School course will be assured of regular employment. It 
docs mean that the graduates have a much better chance. 
We must be careful, however, not to confuse schooling and education. Time and again we hear parents 
say, "My boy (or girl ) must stay in school, there is no chance for those who leave early." That suggests that 
there is some magic about staying in school. 
The fact is, the boy ( or girl ) must learn to work in school, must make his school program an educational 
program, if he wants to be assured of getting value from his schooling. There is no '·royal road to learning." 
The proof of education is demonstrated in ability to lead a useful, happy life; the necessary foundation of 
integrity, good judgment, and industry must be developed in school years. Otherwise the result will be school-
ing, not education. 
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"Twice as strong. 
New Unibody is built to lo st longer 
than most people drive a car. Ifs 
o solid, welded unit thol"s twice 
as strong as ca rs built the old way." 
0 Qulet as a mous•? 
These cars ore even 
quieter. Unibody is one 
solid unit wilh no joints to 
loosen and gel noisy:· 
9 f3pJ!}]@fj 
mER A TOUR THROUGH THE ASSEMBO( l..lNES, 
BIU.. ~VER TELlS THE GANG N3Ql.JT CMR'.(S~ 
CORPQAA11()j'¥$ NeW WAY TO BUII..D CARS -
UNIBODV CONSTRU0110N! 
times in new rust· 
p_roofing chemi-
cols to stop rust 
from the inside 
out. The lower 
body, where rood 
salt and gravel do 
their worst, is 
seoled off with a 
special primer." 
Seri.·w(J Cn,uulri's 111"/J) ljll fSI 
When Unibod y 
got rid of separate 
body and frame, 
it saved inches of 
space. These 
inches ,how up os 
odded stretch.out 
room inside.·· 
Plymout11. Valiant • Dodge Dart 
Fiat Chrysler Imperial 
Simcll 
Dodge Trucks Fargo Trucks 
TEACHING STAFF 
Third Row: Mr. Ho3gert, Mr. Morchini, Mr. Mcleod, Mr. Burr, Mr. Sparling, Mr. W. Young, Mr. M. Young, Mr. Bunt, Mr. Brown, Mr. Karcz, Mr. 
Kinnin. 
Second Row: Mr. Orr, Mr. Sinclair, Mr. Russell, Miu Holler, Mrs. Thurgood, Mrs. Monger, Miu Skelly, Mrs. Waddell, Mrs. Lawson, Miu Shi ll ington, 
Mrs. Clouse, Miu Logan, Miss Latimer, Mr. Saffron, M,. Hitchcock, Mr. Waddell. 
First Row: Miu Fo il s, Miss Hutchinson, Miss Hortmonn, Miss Robbins, Miu Bergoine, Mr. Brown, Mr. Nighswander, Mr. Hugill, Mr. Lowden, Mr. 
O 'Brien, Mr. Krause. 
NEW TEACHERS 
Mr. Sparling has in the last year taken a very active interest in the Junior Dramatics Society and the Science 
Club. He received his B.A. at Western University and is teaching Grade 10 Science and Mathematics. 
Mr. Orr received his B.A. at Assumption University here in Windsor and this year is teaching Grade 9 and 10 
Mathematics and English. 
Miss Latimer comes to us from Essex District High School and we are pleased to have her teaching Art and 
History this year. 
Mr. Kinnin and Mr. Russell come to us from the Windsor Elementary Schools. Mr. Kinnin received his B.A. 
at Western and his M.E. at Wayne University. He is teaching Grade 10 English, Social Studies, and Geography. 
Mr. R ussell received his B.A. and B. of Ed. at Western and is teaching History and Geography. 
Mrs. Rodgers and Mrs. Thurgood have been kind enough to help with the P.E. classes this year. 
We are very happy to welcome these teachers to Walkcrville this year and hope they will remain with us for 
many years. 
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ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR 
congratulates the 1961 graduating classes of 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
and welcomes your inquiries about continuing your education 







For information about scholarships, bursaries, student loans, 
contact the Reg istra r, Assumption University of Windsor, 
400 Huron Line, Clearwater 4-9246 
B L UE AND WHITE, 1961 
JOANNE LIDDELL 
Editor 
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EDITORIAL 
"SUCCESS IS THE ULTIMATE REWARD 
OF PREPARATION, MEDITATION, 
AND DEDICATION" 
I find this message true in every phase of life. A worthy goal can be 
honestly achieved by conscientious preparation, silent meditation, and 
complete dedication. Indeed, this motto can be applied from the fu lfil-
ment of daily menial tasks to the realization of God's master plan. 
And so it is with this yearbook, The Blue and White. 
The preparation of the yearbook has entailed long hours of hard, 
sometimes discouraging, but always gratifying labour. Our very capable 
advisor, Mr. Haggert, deserves praise from al l the students for his en-
couragement and guidance. As well as to Mr. Haggert, well-deserved 
thanks are extended to our advertisers and patrons, Mr. Brown and the 
teaching staff, the secretaries, the Bunts for their photography, and to the 
Walkerville Printing Company Limited and Mr. Clark. A mere "thank 
you" is insufficient in summarizing the great esteem of the Blue and White 
staff. 
There is m this yearbook a host of silent prayers; on each 
page is the work of many students. My heartfelt thanks go out to my 
enthusiastic staff. Fran Shaw deserves special praise for the work she has 
done on advertising this year. 
To the graduating class, the executive extends its best wishes for success 
in the future. May this yearbook help them to recall and cherish their 
pleasant memories at Walkerville Collegiate. 
As you view the product of our "preparation, meditation, and dedica-
tion," we trust you will feel that we have, in some small measure, 
achieved success. 




BLUE AND WHITE 
Third Row, Bill Moodrey, Ken Shand, Dorothy Jcnich, Richard Liddell, Bob Meredith. 
Second Row, Fran Jenich, Christine Needham, Arlene Thurlow, Morg Macdonald, Carol Findlay, Marilyn O' Hearne, Mory Topliffe, Harlene Allchin, 
Crystal Clay, Rita Savchetz. 







MR. J. G. HAGGER.T 
Staff Advisor 
GLADYS MANSER ...... ....... Secretary ROBERT MEREDITH ............ . .... ....... .... Cadets 
MARY E. REID Business Manager MARILYN O'HEARNE . . .. .. . .. Literary Editor 
SHEILA COWAN Photography Manager ARLENE T HURLOW .......... Photography Editor 
CAROLE INGALLS Photography Assistant LILI SHERY . ..... . .. Graduatioii 
RITA SAVCHETZ ... ............. Senior Form News MARGARET MACDONALD .... Graduation 
RICHARD LIDDELL ...... _ . Junior Form N ews DOROTHY JENICH .... . .... ···-----· ----· Exchange 
CAROL FINDLAY Girls' Sports HAR.LENE ALLCHIN .. Society and Scholarships 
DOUG WOODALL ......................... Boys' Sports MARY TOPLIFFE ..... .................. ........ Jokes 
CRYSTAL CLAY . . . . .. .. .. ___ Activities CHRISTINE NEEDHAM ............ Illustrator 
FRAN JENICH . . . A ctivities BI1-,L MOODREY Patrons' Ads 
9A- Chcrryl Mcyrick 
9B---Sylvia Szeujk 
9C- Don Wilson 
9D- Roy Bentley 
9E-Marlene Peters 
9F- Judy Bidner 
9G-Terry Tanner 
9H- Leo Dandurand 
91- John Flett 
1 OA- Gayle Lounsbury 
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KEN SHAND..... . .... W.S.S.Y.A. R e/Jresentative 
BLUE AND WHITE REPRESENTATIVES 
1 OB-Sandra Populin 
IOC- John Springer 
!OD-Maureen Deslippe 
!OE-Mike Merlo 
!OF- Sandra Lapointe 
11 A- Ellen May 
11B- Bonnie Gow 
11 C- Marilyn Lod~e 
I 1 D- J oyce Carter 
11 E-Sharon Sanderson 
I 2A- Carol Simpson 
l 2B- Kcn Hawkeswood 
I 2C- Merva Meyers 
120- .John Torau 
l 2E- Pat Bindner 
I 3A- Lorne Brandes 
138- Suc Clouse, Bob Duxtcr 
I3C-Ircne Kominar 
ClOA-Ann Seider 
CIOB- John Hill 
Csp.- Shirley vVorshik 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
AGORA 
Fourth Row: Bob Meredith, Bill Moodrey, George Service, Kori Fetter, Morten Brodsky, John Torou. 
Third Row: Tim laird, Ivon Robich, Neil Wright, Rusty Wright, Wayne Wright, Don Routliffe, Gordon Mcloughlin, Brion Spooner, Dave Lawson. 
Second Row: Lindo Bunt, Sheila Cowan, Arlene Thurlow, Bev Tovell, Heather Broodwell, Susan Merideth, Noncy Smith, Judy Show, Judy Goringer, 
Jean Thompson, Kathy Gale, Groce Robertson. 
First Row: Mr. Brawn, Elizabeth Meanwell, Jock Cowin, Cherie Harrison, Bob Mohoits, Barbara Norwood, John Smith, Gladys Manser, Mr. Burr. 
AGORA 
The new Agora Executive went into its first meeting 
a few hours after the school election results were 
announced. At this meeting, the 1960-61 Agora 
E~ecutive elected its inner executive. Jack Cowin a nd 
Cherie H arrison were elected vice-president and secre-
tary respectively. 
A record-breaking sale of Agora cards enabled 
W alkervillc to become the first school in 
this area to adopt a foster-child. 
Constantine, a small, six-year old boy 
from a tiny village in Greece, became our 
foster-child in lovember. Letters and small 
amounts of money have been LOllected and 
sent to Constantine •mder the able direction 
of Kathy Gale. 
The annual Gamblers Gamble was a tremendous 
success this year, largely due to the many hours of 
hard work put in by Barbara Norwood and her social 
committee. Variation from the traditional blue and 
white decorations was achieved by the use of yellow, 
turquoise and white streamers. 
Soon Christmas arrived. J ack Cowin was busy 
making last-minute arrangements for the Graduation 
ceremonies. Due to his efforts, an enjoyable evening 
was had by all, especially the graduates. 
The Honour Society, which was set up last year to 
honour athletic and scholastic achievement, welcomed 
its first member, Lynn Craig. 
Walkcrville had the distinction of giving the largest 
donation of the Windsor and district schools to both 
the UNICEF and Red Feather campaigns. 
The annual Activities Night held on April 
6, was well attended and enjoyed by all. Mr. 
Sid Levine provided the dance music for the 
Sock Hop. 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank Mr. Brown, Mr. l ighswander, Mr. 
Burr and my Inner Executive, Jack Cherie, Elizabeth 
Meanwell, Barbara and John Smith, for the confid-
ence they ha\·c shown in me and the help they have so 
freely given. 
On behalf of the Agora Executive, I would like to 
thank the student body for their support throughout 
the year, for 'wvithout them the efforts of the Agora 
would be futile. 
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• , j SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 
Second Row: Bill McGee, Bruce laird, Sharon Homilton, Dove Elcombe, Joyce Warwick, Allon Douglas, Joe Peroutka. 
Seated: Sheilo Burr, Jean Lowden, Mr. Brown, Melonie Lind, Ann Pelton. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Aluminum Com/Jany of Canada Scholarship .. .... $400 
ALLAN DOUGLAS 
Archibald MacMurchy Memorial Scholarship .. $300 
(University of Toronto) 
GEORGE MARSHALL 
Assumption University Entrance Scholarship . ... $500 
MELANIE LIND 
Assumption University Tuition Scholarship ... . $345 
JOSEPH PEROUTKA 
Carter ScholarshifJ ............................................ $40 
ALLAN DOUGLAS 
McNaughton Scholarship . .......... .......... .......... . $150 
GEORGE MARSHALL 
Mary Ellen Carty ScholarshijJ (University of 
Turn~~ .. ......................... .. $~0 
ANN PELTON 
Ontario Scholarships (80%) .. ......... $400 
ALLAN DOUGLAS, MELA1 IE LIND, 
WILLIAM McGEE, GEORGE MARSHALL, 
AN r PELTON. 
University of W estern Ontario Board of 
Governors Scholarship . 
SHEILA BURR 
. $200 
W. N. Ball M emorial Scholarshij1s $50 each 
DAVID ELCOMBE (English), SHARON 
HAMIL TON (Language), BRUCE LAIRD 
(History), JEAN LOWDEN (Mathematics), 
JOYCE WARWICK (Science ) . 
IlLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES 
ATA Trucking Industry Educational 
Foundation Bursary ....... .. . . ......... $250 
MARGO BALKWILL, IHOR LAPKA 
Armstead Club Bursary. 
CHRISTINE KELLY 
Atkinson Charitable Foundation Bursary. 
CHRISTINE KELLY 
Branch 12, Canadian Legion ScholarshiJJ .. 
GEORGE MARSHALL 




Scholarship ....... ..... .. . . ... .. ... ... . ..... . . $400 
CHRISTINE KELLY 
Dominion-Provincial Student-Aid Bursary $250-$500 
CHRISTINE KELLY, MELANIE LIND, 
GEORGE MARSHALL, MARY MERESHKA, 
JOSEPH PEROUTKA, LIONEL POPE, 
BRADLEY SAUNDERS, WALTER SEN-
CHUK, HALDANE SULLIV AX 
H our-A-Day Study Club Scholarship 
Leonard Foundation ScholarshijJ .. .. 
GEORGE MARSHALL 
Pilot Officer James D. Cody Chapter 1.0.D.E. 
$100 
$300 
Bursary . ..... ........... ....... .... ........ .... ... ........ ... . $100 
HEATHER MILNE 
Princess Mary Victoria Chapter 1.0.D.E. 
Scholarship . . .. . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . $150 
MAR.GO BALKWILL 
R egular Officer Training Plan 
LIONEL POPE 
......... ...... $1800 
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GRADUATION 
This day we leave, to come no more 
Into these hallowed halls of lore, 
Where knowledge gained shall ne'er be lost 
For many hours of work it cost-
Though different paths we tread. 
To some it means the end of toil 
O'er worthy books, by midnight oil. 
To others it is but a start-
A joyous step with prayerful heart 
Jn this great game of life. 
As we recall the years gone by, 
The way that all, with spirits high 
Gained one dear gift- a love 
Of learning-for this above 
All else, is why we came. 
The cheers that rang about the gym, 
The si'.cnt prayers, t'.1c holy hymn 
The fear of "finals" that in us grew 
Arc not forgotten for they too 
Rest deep within our hearts. 
The lasting friendships that we made, 
The work not done ( for which we paid ) 
Arc memories which we'll cherish still 
As each, God's purpose docs fulfil 
On this great earth of ours. 
But to our teachers the most we owe, 
They strove in every way to show 
That by hard work we may succeed-
Attain all things we want and need 
For a rich and joyous life. 
AN ADDRESS FROM THE HEAD GIRL TO THE GRADUATING CLASS 
, ve the young people are gathered here on this earth in a time of need in our country. During the two 
Great Wars, we reached the very depths of decadency. In the past fifty years, civilization has advanced in leaps 
and bounds in electronics and engineering. Now we arc on the b,·ink of a new era, the atomic age. 
Today more is required of youth than at any other time in history. Those graduating in this the year of our 
Lo1·d, 1961, will be transformed from young people to world leaders of tomorrow. It is up to us to maintain 
a policy in this country which will be beneficial to all. We can choose between a great peace between all 
nations, thereby risking all inspiration for progress, or launch ourselves into a war which would bring total 
annihilation to mankind. Thus you can appreciate the great burden placed on our shoulders . 
• 
I t is with this in mind that I urge you to experience life to its fullest. Each day find something new in experi-
ence, something exciting in life, if only for a fleeting second. This is the way each individual personality will 
gro\\", every community will thrive and a complete civilization will advance to success. The fate of this world 
depends on us. 
Page 12 
KATHY GALE 
H ead Girl 
BLUE AN D WHITE, 1961 
HEAD GIRL - KATHY GALE 
B L UE AND WHITE • 19 61 Page 13 
-PHll ADAMS 
App.: Catch a few, miss a fe w . 
Weak.: Short girls. 
P. P.: People who just can't 
understand me . 
Amb., To leo , n BASIC 
VOCABULARY in h e nch. 
BOB BOYD 
App.; What, me worry? 
Weok. : Nurses at G.H.W. 
P .P .: Heavy air in Chem. 
c lass; Chick' s scremin' 
stovebolt. 
Amb.: To beat Chick's stove-
bolt. 
DOUG COPEMAN 
App.: 12 o'clock shodow. 
Weak.: loli-gogers, T-shirts. 
A4: Big Blue, Pipe Bond, 




App.: Half-starve d, waiting 
for lunch look. 
P.P.: Wolkerville Relish-
burgers 
Amb.: To weig~ 500 lbs. 
F.S.: " How long is it to 
lunch?" 
lORNE BRANDES 
App.: A " two dab" man. 
P.P.: People who try to p luck 
his eyebrows. 
Amb., M.D. 
fut. 71 : M.D. 
KARL FETTER 
App., Toll, dork- woll two 
out of three' s not bod! 
Weak.: Pizzas. 
Fut. 71 : Adjoining dental 
offices with Donna S. 
F.S.: " Ginch action this 
weekend, I hope. 
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BRIAN BLACK 
App.: Sick (love) . 
Weok.: A (ertoin nurse. 
P.P. : Gross cutter5, jealous 
boyfriends, mother. 
Amb.: To be hospitolized. 
MARTEN BRODSKY 
App.; lody Chotterley's lover. 
P.P.: People who 5pell his 
first nome wrong. 
Amb.: First monkey to send o 
scientist to the moon. 
F.S.: " Greetingsf" 
HENRY FLEISCH 
App., Elvis without th• 
s ideburns. 
P.P.: little g irls with big cars. 
Amb.: To become co-
ordinated . 
F.S.: " Come on Smith, be 
natural." 
FRANK BOBESICH 
App.; Happy ployboy. 
A4: Wine, women, song ond 
horses. 
P.P.: Worn out occordions. 
F.S.: " Mmmm . . . I'll hove to 
shorpen my lawnmower. 
GARY CHICK 
App.: Exactly the some os 
lost yeor. 
Weak.: Stick six, dort lights, 
spastic coughing. 
P.P.: Alfie' s crying, Potter-
F.S.~~:fh~!\~:h/i;i, buddy, it's 
o sixl 0 
KATHY GAlE 
App.: Wherever he is. 
F.S.: But honeyl 
Weak.: Scuffles, blue e ye s 
ond lavender. 
Amb.: Port of the new era of 
modern school teaching. 
MEYERS BLU E AND WHITE, 1961 
JO-ANNE GILLESPIE 
App.: Usually with George. 
A4: Taking Geometry classes 
with G.S. as tutor. 
Fut. '71: "Now class ... " 
F.S.: "I'll never tell." 
CHERIE HARRISON 
App.: In greot SHAPE. 
Weak.: P;nt sized basketball 
players. 
Fut. 71: Raising little Weok-
lin~!I . 
11 f ,$.; Get serious. 
JOANNE LIDDELL 
Weak.: Heap big medicine 
man (U. of M.). 
A4: Blue and White (editor), 
excursions through the back 
hall. 
Fut. '71: Qvis scit??? 
PAUL NEWMAN 
Weak.: P.J.B., Hupper, My 
br'ain. 
A4: Breaking Gym doors. 
P .P .: Referees, Howie. 
Fut. '71: Protesting Panther 
victories. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 
RON GOLETSKI 
Weak.: The carb.:m monoxide 
kid (C.O.). 
App.: The "Tony Curtis" of 
13A. 
Amb.: A "20" goal season. 
STANLEY HORVATH 
A4: Working on my porter• 
sub and oxygen rebreather. 
Amb.: 8:,ttle blower at Hiram 
Wolker. 
P.P.: Wise crocks about my 
bock windshield wiper. 
MARGARET MACDONALD 
Weak.: I wonder???? 
P.P.: Jetry's Trig prob!ems, 
my brother. 
Amb.: Just coasting. 
fut. ' 71: Who know,. 
NICK PALENCHUK 
App.: Curly haired cutie. 
Weak.: Hot cars, hot babes, 
hot eve bolls. 
P.P.: Early Moth. clones. 
A:nb.: Mr. Lowden (ii ). 
BONNIE GOODRICH 
App.: Mischievous o;,d smil-
ing. 
Weok.: Kingsville and one 
special cccupont. 
P.P.: B;g Bunt. 
SAM IVANOFF 
App.: Half a,!eep every 
morning. 
A-4: Trying to get Popp', car 
for the weekend. 
P.P.: Gross Cutters Anony· 
mous. 
MARY McLEOD 
A4: Everything-Yes, even 
thatl 
Weak.: Mr. America. 
Fut. '71: Installing peonut 
vending machines in high 
.schools. 
IVAN ROBICH 
A4: Coaching Jerry's Raider-
ettes, footbal l, HEAD boy. 
P .P .: His brother having a 
steady girlfriend. 
Amb.: To have it out with 
W.'f'!. and M.,W. " 
f.S.: Gee, you re cule, 
1961 GRADUATION PICTURES 
DOUG GORDON 
App.: Arnold Palmer type. 
A4: Pipe Bond, E.&K ., Bod· 
minton, Golf, Cross Country? 
P.P.: People who can't stand 
my singing. 
LARAINE JAMES 
Weak.: Bogp;pes; Midnite 
shadows. 
Amb.: Tolerating Math 
students. 
Fut. :,1: Co~ing wit~ 1~ kid,. 




Amb.:,,To be a g,?od Serb. 
F.S.: Censorer. 
HARLEY SMITH 
App.: Starry-eyed but deter· 
mined. 
Weak.: Forster girls. 
Fut. '71: Catching up on his 
sleep. 
F.S.: " I'm not playing it. It's 
noturol." 
BY MEYERS Page 15 
JIM SOLTIS 
App.: T.K.O. 3rd round; olso 
refer to Blue and White of 
1962 
f.S.: " Thing1 will happen 
that will occ"'·" 
Weok.: fumbler, Moth, 
Hutchie. 
P.P.: Gilboy, Soogrom, Wolkor. 
HARLENE ("OLLIE") ALLCHIN 
Weok.: A "fAIRLIE" NICE 
GUY. 
P.P.: Monday thru Thur1day. 
Amb.: To moko every night 
hidoy night. 
Fut. 71: The greot white 
witch doctor's nur1e. 
HARRIET SOTEROS 
Weak.: A certain A11umption 
U. man. 
P .P .: Monday mornings, Trig 
theory 1pecioli1fl. 
Amb.: To answer Atfie' s 
quet.tions. 
Fut. 71: Cooch in' littfe lancets. 
ROGER YOUNG 
Amb.: Anything ot 10,000 o 
yeor. 
P.P.: Unde "Oerf" . 
Weak.: Someone up North. 
F.S.: " h ' s rot11n but, I like it." 
MISS ROBBINS 
BARBARA BOUGHNER (BAB$) 
App.: Are those stars in her 
A;b~t~o ploy scolu on a 
rapid heort. 
P.P.: Being replaced for 11GOD 
SAVE THE QUEEN" by o 
record player, 
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D' ARCY VAN NEST 
App.: See obovo. 
A4: football. 
Weok.: P.C.I. students. 
F.S.: " Never soy1 much." 
ANDREY ZElEZNEY 
App.: line forms on the right 
girls. 
Weok.: Eight cylinders and o 
1tick tronsmiuion. 




App.: five foot two, eyes of 
brown, well onywoy . . . 
Weak.: Bottles, chop,1ver, 
Assumption dances. 
A4': Raiding Mrs. Clouse' 
cookie jor. 
A.mb.: To strum her bonjo 
down WESTERN holls. 
ANDY WEISS 
App.: Zorro with g losses. 
Weak.: Doub!e me-oning 
sentences. 
P.P.: Gir:, who don' t get hi, 
F.J~k~Anything thot'1 scurvy. 
CAROL BUCKLER 
Weok.: Gory St. John, PIZZA 
AT NAPOLI. 
P .P .: " Now we were dealing 
lost doy, class, with,,." 
Fut. '71: Star performer on 
TRAFFIC COURT. 
f.S.: " Dione, you're dtinnyl" 
MEYERS BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
BARBARA COTTON 
App.: Toll ond Slim. 
P.P.: People who thi.,,C I 
look young. 
Amb.: To go to London. 
F.S.: uYou Know." 
BOB DUXTER 
App.: At 8 o.m. or never. 
P.P.: Mr. Bunl's Comp. 
clones. 
Amb.: CRITIC of slock grade 
13 students. 
F .S.: "Smarten upl" 
CAROLE INGALLS 
Weok.: Down by the R,verside. 
P.P.: Corner mail boxes. 
Amb.: To hit U. of T. ond .•• 
f .S.: ""Git outta hore11 • 
SUSAN NIKANDER 
App.: So keep on smiling •• , 
Weok.: Saturday night with 
Mr. G. 
F.S.: " He might be little, but 
he's speedyl" 
Fut. '71: Chasing my leetle, 
speedy Mexican. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 
SHEILA COWAN 
A-4: Agoro, B & W, Dramatics. 
P.P.: Gr. 11 boys with blue 
e yes. 
fut. '71: Foreign ambassador 
to Africa. 
BILL FAIRLIE 
App.: A young Colonel 
O' BRIEN. 
A4: Pipe Band, Chri,tion 
Fellowship. 
Amb.: Reforming Grode 13 
boys. 
ED KALBFLEISCH 
App.: 4 o.m. Silting on the 
W~~k~: 101t~rD~;~rl~~~eTr~~G. 
P.P.: CENSORED. 
Amb.: See next year. 
STEVE SENAIKO 
A4: Busy doing nothing. 
P.P.: Authorities on music. 
Fut. '71: Teoching liberoce. 
F.S.: "No sweat!" 
~ 
JACK COWIN 
App.: Flirt, flirt, flirtlll 
Weak.: Girls, women, females 
in general. 




App.: POST GRAD. (P.G.) 
Amb. : To leove W.C.I. 
P.P.: Fights with Tom. 
F.S.: ''I don't understand." 
DIANE LUKASEVICH 
App., Big-eyed brunetle. 
A4: Off to the grocery store. 
P .P .: Carol saying, " Gee, but 
you're skinny." 
Fut. ' 71: Raising dogs and kids. 
, 
LILI SHERY 
App.: Good things come in 
small pockoges. 
Weak.: Six foot two, eyes of 
--hozell 
P .P .: Distance between Wind· 
sor and Burlington. 
1961 GRADUATION l'ICTURES BY 
JOHN DREXLER 
App.: Generally run down. 
Amb.: NONE. 
Fut. ' 71: A.A. 
F.S.: 11You got your Zoo. 
diagrams done?" 
RALPH HEWLETT 
P.P.: French, English, Biology, 
Latin, etc. 
Fut. '71: Teocher. 
Amb.: Teocher. 
Amb.: Get through grode 13. 
GLADYS MANSER 
App.: Tres chic. 
P .P.: Making decisions. 
A4: Blue ond White, Agoro, 
Dramatics, Choir, making 
speeches, J .A., etc. 
GAIL SIMPSON 
App.: Just ploin cute. 
We-ok.: POPCORN. 
A4: A boy with everything 
from A lo Z. 
P .P .: L.B. and grasscutters. 
J 
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KATIE YAMICH TOM WAlKER (P.O.) 
Weok.: Oriental ' 48 Au1tin, 
team TR, Oroony. 
P.P.: Whitt mud flops, fender 




App., Mtek ond mild (MOST 




~!:t~s:~~.~~~ ~r;~::· ot tht 
Coboto. 
what it's worth, kids." 
P.P.: Mr. lowden' s morning 
,classes. 
Amb.: Physicof Educo tion. 
Fut. ' 71: Long, lonky, 11Stirling 
Mou." 
Fut. 71: Teacher 1/ 2/ 3-·? Fut. '71: Only time will tel l! 
.... 
DENNIS AGASSE 
Weak.: A cel'toin cheerleader. 
U;•T:;ctsh. 
F.S.: ''Get stabbed." 
CAROl YN COlLINS 
Weak.: Len. 
At.,ft~\:::'J. books ot 
Amb., Teoch high school 
Chemi,try. 




App.: Pert and pixi'•ish. 
Fut. '71: Teaching and taking 
1ummer courses at Assump-
tion. 
P.P.1 Chtml1try classes at 3 :30 
Amb.: Somt as lost year. 
KEN DAFOE 
App., Teenage idol. 
Weak.: Poppy, 9irh1 grou• 
cuttera. 
Amb.: To be a " grouculter." 
Fut. ' 71: u who knows?" 
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HHEN BUDAK 
Weak., The Coboto Club. 
P.P.: Oreomers. 
Amb.: To see tne islands. 
F.S., " Hiyo kiddol What's 
new?" 
DON (DOBIE) GILES 
App.: Orow1y in the motning, 
wide awoke at night. 
Weak.: Yov name it. 
Amb.: Toko tpe good with the 
boc:I. 
Fut. '71: Bombardier on X-ray 
machine. 
CRYSTAL CLAY 
App., Bubble, bubble, bubblel 
Weak.: Richard ond Ricky. 
P.P.: Chortreuie and lavender. 
F.S.: " I do too know how to 
drive." 
RICHARD HORNICK 
App.: So we can't all be 
gtm1. 
Amb.1 Some 01 Iott year. 
A-4: Moth. clones, hunting 
and fishing, 
F.S.: 11Such i1 life." 
MEYEIRS BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
IRENE KOMINAR 
App.: Cool, calm and 
collected. 
Weak.: Good looking boys. 
A.C: A.M. or P.M. 
Fut. '71 : Who knows? 
IETTY PHILLIPS 
App.: Spoken for. 
Weak.: A Royal male driver. 
Amb.: Educated ... 
F.S.: " Why not?" 
BLUE AND WHITE , 
TIM KRAMER 
App.: Hercules Jr. 
A4: Rock 'n Roll in the 
ouditorium. 
P.P.: Principal Brown at our 
onemblies. 
Amb.: Drummer ot the Gaiety. 
CATHERINE McKEON 
Apt,:: s~ir I don't look like 
Weo[: Boys in general. 
F.S. : " But Paul ... " 
P.P.: Red and white stripes. 
WAYNE POHLMAN 
Weak.: limbo, The Groystone 
Bollroom. 
A4: Talking things over with 
Mr. Allison. 




Amb.: To make the rifle team 
a recogniied team. 
Weak.: Brenda Buchanon. 
F.S.: " Quien sobe?" 
IOI MAHAITS 
App.: President of a rebel 
Government. 
P.P.: Miss Hortmon's hot. 
Amb.: To mHt Will Rogers. 
Weak.: B.K. Miu Hutchinson, 
MARY ELLEN REID 
Weak.: A certain Scotch lad. 
P.P.: People who call me red-
head. 
Amb.: To needle people 
(nurse). 
F.S.: " My hair is NOT red." 
ELLEN TEMPLE 
App.: Short changed. 
Wecrl,.: Toll people. 
P.P.: 5'. 
Amb.: 5'6°. 
Fut. ' 71 : Still stre tching. 
1961 GRADUATION l'ICTURES 
~ 
TIM LITSTER 
App.: Toll, dork, ond silent. 
F.S.: "Dione, let me see your 
l it. homework." 
Amb.: To get 75% in Eng. 
Comp. 




P. P.: Hockey players who 
score one goal a secuon. 
Amb.: Nursing. 
Fut. ' 71 : looking after her 
own patients. 
101 TAYLOR 
A.t, looking for o XXXVI , 
XXIV, XXXVI 
Fut. '71: Selling "Playboy" to 
the Ruuions. 
f .S.: "Hove you sffn the 
lotest Playmate." 
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LINDA CARTER 
App., Fre<kles. 
~-:·b.~lo~~~~t lenses, furs 
ond cars. 




Weok.: Rum candy bors. 
P.P.: Boys of o il sizes, shapH 
and forms. 
F.S.: " I don1t care if the y toke 
all my morks. owoy, l' M 
NOT GOING SWIMMING." 
MR. KRAUSE 
MYRA KAYFEZ 
App., Lo-ok Above. 
Amb.: Roise several players 
for Montreal C.onodien,. 
fut. '71; On o ,low boot to 
Ch~r;io w ith o ,~o nk Ma nager. 
F.S.: Dreamer. 
ROIIERTA ROBITAI LLE 
Weak.: A\ white Lincolni. 
and s.teok d inners. 
P.P., Play ing >e<ond fiddle to 
the li1tle white bomb. 
Amb.: ll'o own a new white 
Lincoln convertible. 
F.S.: 11Dinky 1' little thing. 
-
MARGARET WALLACE 
Weok.: Vonilla Milkshakes.. 
F.S.: Isn' t that iust C>uclc.y . 
Amb.: Mrs. Toll Blond e Hair. 
Fut. '71: Mrs. Toll no Hair. 
TRINA MELOCHE 
App., Butterfield 8. 
A4: Research. 
P.P.: Naive Extroverts. 
Amb.: To invent a typewriter 
thot spell,. 
GERTIE SCHAFER 
Weak.: Men in general. 
A4: Teo and crumpets at 
Sue's. 
Amb.: Move to London; 
besides, Western' s there. 
Fut. '71 , Still looking-. 
SHIRLEY WORSHlk 
Weak.: College men. 
A4, Soda jerk at the Crystal. 
Fvt. '71: Anywhere but 
Windsor.""' 
F.S.: " Grin ond beor it." 
BARBARA MOONEY 
A4: listening to " In the 
Mood" records. 
Amb.: To become secretary 
to the Boss' Son. 
Fut. '71: Travelling in the 
South Seo5, 
f .S.: " But I already know 
how to write." 
r 
DOLORES VOAKES 
Weak.: Summers at a Northern 
lodge. 
A4: Writing " Up North" to 
Richard. 
Amb.: To live in o tree house 
with Tarzan, minus Jone. 
F.S.: " I'll ne"ver get this--
shorthondw 
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BONNIE (Gidget) GEAUVREAU 
App.: "WOW." 
Weak.: U.N. Rep. for W.C.I. 
Amb.: To marry a millionoire. 
fut. '71: Stil l trying to marry 




A.t: Slaving at 8obechuk'1 
(Drugstore). 
Amb.: Accounting. 
f.S.: " Smarten up, Hmmmll" 
BONNIE (Gidget) BEAUVREAU 
Weak.: CMtoin Steve Canyon. 
P.P.: Tall g irl,. 
Amb.: To hove Mory babysit 
her 10 b rats in ' 71. 
fut. '71: Married and raising 
10 litt le Grant's. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 
MISS HARTM ANN 
JUDY BLAKE 
App.: Tiny. 
Weak.: Records by Jack Scott. 
P .P .: Being teased about Gord. 
Amb.: To pass typing. 
LINDA CIEBIN 
App.: A lways innocent. 
:f:t~·~:,~::~'i:~/s~:~d'SFon. 
P.P.: Mr. Krouse's iokes. 
BONNIE HIND 
App.: Blushing. 
Weck .: Pi.11.0. 
Amb.: Secretary. 
F.S.: "lyndal There he i,." 
BEVERLY BRA l l 
App.: Cuddles. 
Amb.: Min America. 
Fut. '71: Marriage Counselol'. 
F.S. : "Make room for me or 
else." 
~ -
• PENNY DANIEL 
App.: Neat. 
Weak.: Chocolate bars. 
A.4: Work ing in a d r ugstore. 




P.P.: Being coiled Olive Oil. 
Fut. '71: Remoin1 to be seen. 
F.S.: " My answer is wrong 
Mr. Saffron." 
1961 GRADUAT I ON l'ICTURE S 
BRUCE BURNS 
Weak.: Touon's hairy little 
friend. 
P.P.: Toll girl, and short 
teachers. 
An1b.: Nil. 
F .S.: " What do you think 
of--?" 
ROSEMARY DESLIPPE 
Weok.: Brown eyes! 
A4': Running home to see if 
she received o letter. 
Amb.: To raise little luciers. 
F .S.: " I wonder how cold it 
is in Whitehorse." 
SHARON KEEN 
App.: Cute little chick. 
Weak.: Fidel. 
A~: Studying the language 
(Cuban). 
F.S.: " I can't see the Black-
board." 
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MARY KOSTELNIK 
Weok.: Guys from WHI Tech. 
P.P ., Conceited boys. 
Amb., She'll neYer tell. 
Fut. '71-Bobysitting Bonnie 
G.'s 10 brots, 
SUIANN E MOWRY 
App.: Short and sweet. 
A4: Rushing home to see if 
A~t~: l~t :w~h:"d.~°c!~fment 
store. 
F.S.1 11Ah, come on, let's go 
to the hockey game." 
ELEANOR SILINSKAS 
App.: Se• picture above. 
P.P.: Like• everything. 
Amb.: To succeed. 
Fut. '71, " Who knows?" 
J OHN VAN MACKELBERG 
Weok.1 Sitting In Alfie's cor 
(with Allio of Cou,,.) 'till 
oil hours o f th e a fternoon. 
Amb. : To become Mr. Krouse', 
favou rite shorthand student. 
OLGA MANTYKA 
Weok.1 N.H.l.; Toronto 10, 
Ont. 








A4: Hurrying to catch the bus. 
F.S., " Whot did you think of 
Mr. Krou.se's 1peech?0 
JOHN SIMON 
App.: Toll. dork and contin• 
entol. 
~.P., Certoin K.C.I. girls 
(J.R.) (8.B.) (G.M.). 
MILLIE VLASIC 
Wook., Pot. 
A~53Ri~j'J',.::~t~,,~ in o b lock 
Amb.: Win o d ebote in low 
with Mr . Saffron . 
fut. 171: A (ettoin Mt1, P.A. 
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VALERIE MAY 
W•ok.i Bob 01botne11 ink 
bottlos. 
A.t: Rushing out to get the first 
seat on the Highway Bus. 
f.S.: ••Ah1 (Omt on Shoron.11 
808 OSBORNE 
Weak.: Jonie. 





Weok ., Fud11• Cicles. 
A4: A. ce,tom I.C.A. 
Amb.: Rt<tptioni1t to a 
certain doctor. 
Alf WELLS 
A41 Going home with-? 
(Jo hnl ) 
Amb., To donce with M.P. 
Fut. '71: Still wa iting. 
F.S.: '" Let us reca pitulate thi,. 
Robert." 
CAROL MILLER 
App., Petite ond shy. 
Weak., Bill. 
P.P., Wolking to school. 
Amb., Bookkeepe,r. 
WILLIAM SCASE 
Wook., A ,moll girl. 
AA: Phoning Catol. P.P.: Ge tting up i n the 
Fu;'_'~;~:"a·roduoted and 
martitd to Corol. 
NANCY SMITH 
Weak.: Big brown eyes. 
AA1 Rushing outaide to set if 
P.P/;~:!le b!h! ;::!i.ng. 
' JUDY WILD (POOPSIE) 
Weak.: A certain U. of M. 
guv. 
A4: Taking Brownies, Girl 
Guides, home'Work. 
~s.~·:.~f ybo• ;~~s~;I!: 
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FRED WILKINSON (FREDA ) 
App.: Sly. 
Weak.: Can't resis.t winking. 
A4: Hit the pork. 
P .P., Being colled Fredo. 
JENNIFER WILSON 
App., Doshing Redheod. 
AA.: Cutting people's hair. 
Amb.: To b~<omo o comedi· 
enne. 
Fut. '71: Hair styli1t for 
A rmond's. 
GRADUATION PICTURES BY MEYERS 
WHO'S WHERE??? 
U~IVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO ... 
Ian Anderson, Sheila Burr, John Craig, Allan 
Douglas, Ralph Grecnhow, David Hersey, Bruce 
Laird, Dough Lawson, David Lowry, Bill Mac-
Leod, Margaret Paterson, Dexter Robinson, Dave 
Sharpe, Haldane Sullivan. 
ASSUMPTIO:'-l" UNIVERSITY ... 
~argo Balkwill, Dave Carter, Trevor Collier, 
George Costcscu, Ginny Crossler, Ron Halmos, 
Carol Harrison, Cliff Kocot, Ihor Lapka, Melanie 
Lind, Melanie McDougall, J amie Mahon, Heather 
~ilne, Maureen J orwood, Tom Parkins, Joe 
Peroutka. Mike Pfaff, Brad Saunders, Walter 
Senchuk, Gary Simpson, David Terry. 
LONDON TEACHERS COLLEGE ... 
David A}·land, Barbara Bruce, Lily Chuk, Mar-
garet Fleming, Goldie J anecha, Marr Mereshka, 
,\nn Robich, Elizabeth Suzne\·ich, Joyce Warwick, 
Linda \\'ilson. 
~URSING (ALSO LAB. TECHNICIANS ) ... 
Pat Bunt, Dorothy Dable, ~ellie Gala, Elizabeth 
Glass, Trudy Green, Sharon Hamilton. 
BUSINESS COLLEGE .. . 
Jim Angood, Shalagh Goodman. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ... 
George Marshall, Ann Pelton. 
QUEENS Ui IVERSITY ... 
Carroll Holland, Bill McGee, John Park, Dave 
Woodall, Ted Zuber. 
~eGILL UNIVERSITY ... 
David Elcombe, Gloria Feldman. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT ... 
Tony Mancinonc. 
McMASTER UNIVERSITY ... Jean Lowden. 
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT ... Sandra Row. 
ROYAL CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, Toronto 
Christine Kelly. 
LO TDO~ BIBLE INSTITUTE ... Grant Gordon. 
ROYAL ROADS . .. Lionel Pope. 
GENERAL MOTORS INSTITUTE ... 
John Soltis. 
\\'ORKING ... 
Larry Gates, Loris Grant, Da\·id Johnston, Gordon 
~offat, Bill Ryder, Ray Simard, Jim Smith, Marg 
\\'ood, Stan Wowchuk. 
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THE BLUE AND WHITE 
Three cheers to thee, bclo,cd school. 
Collegiate we so revere, 
To all the world thy praise we'll tell, 
Of thv virtues all will hear. 
Dear Blue and \\'hite, dear \\'hite and Blue. 
Our loyalty \\e pledge to you. 
Choru1 ... 
Collegiate of our hearts, a son~ to thee we'll rai~c. 
Our Alma Mater dear we'll shout afar thy praise. 
Colours of Blue and White, we'll keep th) standards 
high. 
Collegiate of our hearts, we'll love thee till we die. 
In basketball. on soccer field, 
Debatint?; and all the rest; 
In sports and academic work 
You rank among the very best. 
Dear Blue and White, dear \\'hitc and Rlur. 
Our loyalty\\ e pledge to you. 
Fond memories and thoughts of thee, 
Shall e'er our hrarts abide. 
Dear \\'alkerville thy name shall we 
Cherish with abundant pride. 
Dear Blue and \\'hite, dear White and Blue, 
Our loyalty we plcd~e to you. 
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LE BLEU ET LE BLANC 
C'est a toi, cher \\'al-kt·r-, illt\ qu1.• nou, donnon, 
tou-jour-. l'a-mou1. 
C'e~t toi qui t·, notre chi•n• r-cok· 1.•t nous tl' sa-lu-ons 
fiere-ment. 
Cher ly-cfr de l no, coeurs, bku at hlanc sont tc., 
cou-leur:,,. no-tre fi-dc-li-tc s·rn forte. 
Ghocu, ... 
Chan-tons et par-Ions tous des ,·er-tus qui sont a toi. 
Ton ran~ clan, le mondl.' di.'~ ~pons et du tra-, ail 
sco-la-stique s·ra tou-jours le plus haut. nous le 
gar-cl'rons la-haut. 
Ly-ccc de tous nos coeurs. nous t'ai-me-rons jusqu'a 
la mon. 
BLUE AND WH [ TE, 1961 
President of G.A.A. 
CHERIE HARRISON 
The G.A.A. was chosen as in previous years by the girls in grades 
eleven, tweh-e and thirteen, to plan and supen·ise the sports programme. 
The annual G.A.A. fashion show was resumed again this year. The girls 
also sold blue sweatshirts and sponsored their annual dance. Members 
are to be congratulated on their work and thanks to be given to the 















MARY MARSHALL, BETH ~EELY 
Juoy GARINGER, JoLY;-.; ZL·seR 
BARB NORWOOD 
PAT THOMPSO:S: 
BARB ST. Louis 
LYNNE CRAIG 
SHARRON KROKOS 
Second Row: Jolyn Zube r, Sharon Krokos, Lynne Craig, Seth Neely, Barb St. Louis, Elaine Lechowicz. 
First Row: Judy Garinger, Bonnie Goodrich, Cherie Harrison, 8 orb Norwood, Mary Marshall, Pat Thompson, Miu Shillington. 
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Windsor Public Llbrary 
-
SENIOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL 
Second Row, Miss Shillington, Judy Garinger, Mory Senzel, Jill Merklinger. 
First Row, Morlu Percival, Barb St. Louis, Bonnie Goodrich, Beth Neely, Lynne Craig. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
The Senior Girls" team was not as successful as the 
junior team, but they tried hard. Bonnie Goodrich 
was the team captain. Miss Shillington did a fine job 
of coaching both the senior and junior teams. 
JUNIO~ GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
This year the Junior Girls' Volleyball team made a 
, ·cry good showing. They were tied for first place 
with Herman Collegiate, but as there is no \V.O.S.S.A. 
for junior girls, there was no play-off game. The team 
captain was Lynn Glendon. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Second Row: M in Shillington, Penny Walton, Joan Ramin, Ann Topping, Sandra Knight, Ka ren Benorski, Jeon Thompson, Susan Rossi. 
First Row: Nodine White, Mory McGregor, Lynn Glendon, Laurie Levine, Lynn Wood. 
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GIRLS' BOWLING 
Second Row: Connie Mangos, Lindo George, Joyce Corter, Barbaro Lossing, Lynne Meikle. 
First Row: Coral Hedgewick, Borboro Norwood, Borb Keith, 
GIRLS' SWIMMING 1960-1961 
BOWLING 
This vear's tt•am was small but 
sucCC\Sft;I. The girls bowled both fo·e 
and ten pins e, cry ~fonday night 
from October 10 to December 19 at 
the Palace Bowling Alleys. 
Top scorer "a\ Linda Gl•orge but 
Barbara ~Iarshall was a close runner 
up. 
Composing tlw top team was 
Linda George. Lrnne ~leikle. Bar-
bara Keith. and 'Barbara ~Carshall. 
Thl•ir a,·erage "as I 05. 
\ \ ' c hope to see more girls bowling 
ne,t )l'ar. 
This rear the girls' swimming team was not as succMsf ul as in former years, but our girls captured more 
points in the style events than any of the other schools. 
The ~iris \\Ould like to thank Mrs. Ro~ers \\ ho did an excellent job of coaching and assisting. 
In the Junior di,·ision Diane \\'alker placed 5th in free style. Linda Rider placed 4th in bucterflr. ~fa~ 
McGregor and Joan Ramin placed 2nd and 3rd respectively in the style competition. 
In the Senio r division Barbara Weeks placed 4th in butterfly and 3rd in breaststroke, and Judy Boyd placed 
4th in the latter event. Marg M..icdonald placed 2nd in thl· style event. Both senior relays placed 3rd. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING 
Standing: Anno Moslok, Celia Hallam, Brenda Buchanon, Pot Thompson, Judy Garinger, Donna Tweedell, Susan Meredith, Mory McGregor, 
Borb St. Louis, Coral Week,, Marilyn Jennings, Borbora Weeks, Mori I Wiseman, Mory Kottle,, Judy Boyd, Ann Topping, Marg 
Macdonald, Mrs. Rogers. 
Seated: Sarah Finch, Susan McKenzie. Joan Ramin, Mory Ann Monk , Dione Walker, Lindo Rider, Bev Tovell, Marilyn lodge, Kathy 
Lovisot, Bonnie Goodrich, Ellen May, Marilyn O'H,eorne. 
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Second Row: Lynn Wood, Ann Topping, Koren Bednorski, Jeon Kolbflei,ch, Mary McGregor, Goil Loun,bury, Corol Cowin, Beth Sneddon, 
Donno Tweedell, Penny Walton, Lourie Levine. 
Front Row: Miu Shillington, Lynne Croig, Lynn Glendon, Borb St. Louis, Cherie Horri,on, Bonnie Goodrich, Foye Urbon, Beth Neely, Mr. 
B. W. Brown. 
Kneeling: Nadene White, Susan Roni, Jeon Thomp,on, Judy Hewletl. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
The 1960-1961 Senior Girls· Basketball team went through the schedule with only one defeat. This was 
during the Semi-finals and the score was close. The team came back in full swing in the Finals at St. Denis 
Hall and beat Commerce. \\'alken·ille may well be proud of the Senior Girls' team. 
Cherie Harrison (forward)-Cherie played well this season and could be counted on for her free throw 
shots. • 
Beth Neely (forward )-Beth brought the score up in many cases with her constant under-the-basket shoot-
ing. 
Faye l.7rban (forward)-Faye played ,·cry well and helped in tight spots with her long-ranged shots. 
Lynne Craig ( forward )-Lynne played well this season and was a great asset to the team. 
Bonnie Goodrich (guard}-Bonnie played a great season. She was an asset to the guard line. 
llarb St. Louis (guard )-Barb played ,·et')' well this season and moved the ball down the floor quickly. 
Lynne Glendon (guard)-Lynnc played a good season. She played the ball ,·cry well in many tight spots. 
Jeanne Thompson (guard)-Jeanne played well this year and played with team spirit. 
Other Members- Without the substituting players who worked very hard, the team could not have been 
wholly successful. 
Thanks to J udr Garinger and Pat Thompson for scoring and timlng the games. 
The team would also like to thank Miss Shillington for her excellent coaching, judgment, and understanding. 
A great coach- the Best!!!! 
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SENIOR INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
last: Sheila Cowan, Carol Ingalls, Harriet Soteros, " Babs" Boughner, Borb Cotton. 
Firsts Mary Ellen Reid, lil, Shery, Glodys Manser, Horlene Allchin. 
GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 1960-1961 
This year's inte1 fonn , olleyball schedule ran quite smoothly. The tournament began on October 13 and 
ended Xo\(:mbcr 7. :\"in<.' .\-H art' the \\'innrrs of the Junior school. and the thirt<·cn's arc the winners of the 
, enior school. A , cry close g-am(' determined the thirtet' ns as the champions of tlw school. A small ··\\"' and 
har \\'ere distribut<•d to the winners of both the Junior school and the Senior school at the Christmas Assembly. 
JUNIOR INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
Second Row: Maril Wiseman, Mory Koteles, Dione Coffield, Diane Gravel, Dione Giles, Betty Rojki, Vicky Affleck. 
f irst Row: Janice Willimott, Corrie Mi les, Pauline Ivanoff, Beth Sneddon. 
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SENIOR INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
Second Row: Shoron Kroku,, Sharon Eckmier, Dorothy Jenich, Carol Findlay, Mary Gibb. 
First Row: Rita Savchetz, Carol Simpson, Pat Thomp,on, Andrea Findley, Morlee Percival. 
INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
The basketball tournament went yery well this year. We had one of the best turn-outs yet, with the majority 
of the teams being Grade ines. All teams, both senior and junior, displayed very good sportsmanship at all times. 
The senior and school champion team was 12A with Pat Thompson as captain. Beth Sneddon led her team, 
9A to the Junior championship and very nearly upset 12A for the school championship. 
JUNIOR INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
Second Row: Diane Coffie ld, Maril Wiseman, Pauline Ivanoff, Mary Koteles. 
First Row: Jonisse W illomot, Beth Sneddon, Corrie M iles. 
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C C C C 
TENNIS TEAM 
Top: George Zeleny. 
Midd le Row: Jim Young, Tom Boker, Paul Corbett, Arthur Pelton, Rick Boyd. 
First Row: Pete Gieswein, Faye Urban, Marilyn Lodge, Penny Walton, Sharon Sonderson, Lourie Levine, 
TENNIS BADMINTON 
Despite the lack of players for the W.S.S.A. tennis 
tournament, those who participated Ji,ed up to 
Walkerville's record. Special congratulations are in 
order for Faye Urban "ho successfully ddcnded her 
W.S.S.A. and \\'.O.S.S.A. championship for the 
,ccond year. 
This year·s team is quite small but under Mr. 
Krause's leadership, we hope to shine through at the 
\\'.S.S.A. tournament at Kennedy at the end of .\pril. 
A fe,, of the students entering the tournament arc 
l)a,·c Lawson, John Mahon, Lynne Craig. Barb 
:\fooney. Dou~ Gordon, :\farlee Percival, and Barb 
St. Louis. 
BADMINTON 
Second Row: Mr. Krouse, John Mahon, Doug Gordon, Lynne Craig, Barb St. Louis, Barb Moo ney, David 
Burr, Dave Lawson. 
f irst Row: Jill Merklinger, Morlee ~ .. rcivol, Marilyn lodge, Joan Ramin, Mory McGregor. 
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SKIN DIVING CLUB 
Standing: Miss Logan, Ken Rusling, Ruth Fonson, Bob Seaborn, Ron Apedaile, Lloyd Grohome, Ken Wilton, Mork Moncur, John 
Collard, Mike McKillop, Ion Jenkins, Gordon Mcloughlin, G:,ry Dowdell, John Hockson, Dole Tickell. 
Seated: Sarah Finch, Joan Ramin, Sondra Pupulin. 
WALKERVILLE CORAL DIVERS 
\\'alkerville Collegiate is the first school to ha,·e a 
skin-diving club. The majority of our club only owns 
masks and fins but the purchasing of aqua-lungs is 
being increased and slowly we are becoming more 
serious about the sport and our club. We hope that 
possibly other schools will form clubs of their own. 
The club offers a challenge to any young teenager 
wishing to seek adventure. 
CHEERLEADERS 
Top: Kerry Marshall. 
Middle Row: Marg Fletcher, Barb Norwood. 
First Row: Marlene Wilkins, Louise Gaskin, Pot Barnes, Morlee Percival. 
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CHEERLEADERS 
.\ s usual, our cheerleaders, in their bright plaid 
skirts and white sweaters were ever present at all 
football and basketball games. During the year cheer-
rallies were he!d at which time new cheers were intro-
duced. Congratulations to the cheerleaders for their 
faithful practice and attendance at games and to Mrs. 
Lawson and Marlene Wilkins, captain, who en-
couraged the team. 
SUB CHEERLEADERS 
Second Row: Sarah Finch, Janice Wi lkins, Bonnie Storey, Jone Lowry. 
first Row: Lindo Flohr, Ruth Fonson, Mory Marshall. 
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JACK COWIN 
President 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIA TION- 1960-1961 
The B.A.A. is chosen from athletes in Yarious sports through-
out the school to aid the Athletic D irector with the sports 
program. They manage to support the teams financially by 
sponsoring dances in order to buy new equipment. 
A great deal of thanks is due to the ,·arious coaches for making 
the sports a tremendous success this year at \Va lkerville Collegi-
ate. 
B.A.A. 
Third Row: Harley Smith, Doug Gordon, Bob Macleod, John Cmar, Ed Kuntz, Frank llijanic. 
Second Row: Bill Gala, Tom Tomlinson, Ron David, Bob Cunningham, Jim Soltis, Wayne Pohlman, " Killer" Kilpatrick. 
First Row: Pete Gieswein, Mr. Allison, Paul Newman, Jack Cowin, Mike Weeks, Wayne Wright. 
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FOOTBALL 
Second Row: Mr. Morchini, Mike Week,, Gord Stewart, Wayne Pohlman, Frank Walton, Bob Radovich, Don Brown, David Hnotiuk, Doug Stewart, 
Lloyd Gilbert, Ron Shulgon, Ken Dafoe, Doug lodore, Leonard Chop, Ru1ty Wright, Ed Kuntz, Art Stryshin, Ken Rusling, Som Ivanoff, Ivon 
Robich, Robert Anderson, Tom Tomlinson, Jim Groy, Bill Nicholl, Don Gordner, Poul Kost• niuk, Mr. ICinnin, Mr. Karcz. 
First Row: Paul Newmon, Bill Gola, John Smith, Bob Pungo, Jock Cowin, Doug Copeman, Jim Sohis, D'Arcy VonNest, Fronk llijonic, uKiller" Kil• 
potrick, Wayne Wright, Jerry Groy, Jim Trofin. 
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FOOTBALL 1960 
Walkervilk'~ football followers no lon~cl' ha,·c to 
say, ''\\'ait till next year'' for this was "next year." 
Mr. Karcz blended newcomers Doug Copeman, J ohn 
Smith, Jim Soltis, Art Stryshin, and Frank Ilija nic 
with returners J ack Cowin, D'arcy Van :'I/est. Mike 
\\'eek~. Warne Wri!{ht, Tom Kilpatrick, Paul i cw-
man, and Bob Pun~a to produce \Valkerville's first 
winning team since 1956. With Doug Stuart, Bill 
Gala, and Frank Ilijanic carrying the ball the Tartans 
rolled to a fine 4-2 record. In their bid for a 
championship playoff berth, the T artans were stopped 
by a I 7-7 count to Assumption. Standing out for 
\\'alkervillc was co-captain J ack Cowin who was 
named to the All-Ontario first team. \\'aync \\' right 
and Frank I lijanic gained second-team All C ity 
mention. The team would like to extend thanks to 
Mr. Karcz "ho was ably assisted by M r. Marchini 
and wish him the best of luck in future years. 
JACIC COWIN 
All City Football 
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BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Second Row: Ivon Kernisky, Willy 
Mlocok, Woyne Henderson, Mr. 
Saffron, Don Routliffe, Tom 
Boker, Eorl Dofoe. 
First Row: Bill Bervice, Bob Moc· 
leod, Roy Andrichuk, George 
Ztleney, Gerry Kwopin. 
1960 VOLLEYBALL 
This ycar·s team, under thr coaching of Mr. Saffran, got off to a slow start in the first part of the season, 
but started rollin~ in the latter part. After losing the first four games we ,,ound up the eight ~amc series by 
"inning the last four. \\'e barely missed getting a final playoff berth and surely would have given the other 
teams stiff competition if we had met them. Next year we will have the entire team back and we arc sure to 
do better than this year. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Second Row: Harley Smith, Paul 
Corbett, Mike Wilton. 
First Row: Fred Crew, Guilio Rossi, 
Rick Boyd, Eric Kehl, Ian Hool•y. 
Although the cross-countr"} team workl•d ,·i{{orousl) in trainin~ the) were unsuccessful in their bid for top 
honours. Aqain Mr. Allison had a young team which lacked thr needed experience of a champion. :\"e, erthe-
lrss, the boys did their best and finished a solid third behind the stron~ Kennedy and Commrrce teams. Mem-
bers of the starting team were Guilio Rossi, H arley Smith, Eric Kehl, Fred Crew, and Rick Boyd. Jn this e,·ent 
Guilio Rossi and Harley Smith placed fourth and fifth rrspectively. Only three runners, Ian H ooley, Paul 
Corbett. and ~1ike Wilton ran in the second race but all finished strongly. 
~ext year, under ~fr. Allison's capable coachin~ the team should make a strong bid for the championship 
that they won so consistently only a few years a~o. 
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HOCKEY REPORT 
BOYS' HOCKEY TEAM 
Third Row: John Smith, Tom 
Tomlinson, Word McDon• 
old, Bruce Clorke, Gory 
foirthorne. Jim Trofin. 
Second Row: Ron Goletski, 
Bob Macleod, Jim Soltis, 
Bob Meredith, Jim Stew-
art. 
First Row: Ken Hawkes· 
wood, Earl Dafoe, Mike 
Spence, Fred Crew, Mr. 
Saffron. 
Following an absence of one year from the W.S.S.A. I locker League, the Walkt•rville team reappeared on 
the lea~ue ice once ag:ain. The response was ,·e~ enlig:htening:, making: next year·s appearance quite probable. 
Many students trying for the team had to be turned away to keep the team at its required quota of players. 
Those who were rrjected will have their chance to try once a~ain next hockey S<'ason. 
Very few players from the season of 58-59 were back with the squad, although Mike Spence and Ward 
McDonald returned as forwards. These two alone; with Gary Fairthorne, Jim Soltis and the rest of the hard-
dri\'in~ forwards pressed hard for every goal they scored. Fred Crew and John Smith in their defensive 
positions stopped the oncoming attacks of the opposing team magnificently. The player that managed to slip 
past the defense was foiled almost every time br the outstanding- g-oal-ttndin!{ of Bob Macleod and Tom Tom-
linson. 
Without the able assistance of Mr. Saffran, there might not have been a \\'alker\'ille Hockey Team this year. 
From the memlx-rs of the team and the student body, our sincerest ·thanks· to you, our ·~fr. Hockey'. 
GOLF 1960a6 l 
This year, the golf team was ac;ain 
coached b)· Mr. Saffron. Five boy·\ 
were selected for the team after two 
rounds of elimination at Little River. 
The boys got the afternoon off 
for the tournament, which was held 
at Lakewood. \\'alken·ille tied for 
third place, paced by Oouc; Gordon·s 
77. 
\\'e all hope that as many boys 
will turn out next year, as they ha\'e 
in the past. since the team ah,ays 
has a lot of fun. 
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GOLF 
Second Row: Doug Gordon, Bob Sneddon, Tom Baker. 
fir,t Row, Mike Nenodovich, Bob Meredith, Mr. Saffron, Bryon Keen. 
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SOCCER TEAM 
Bock Row: Mr. W. Young, John Diene.ch, Robert Stork, Arif Hasnoin, Joe Fuduric, John Hyslop, Zolton Veghelyi, Craig Hall. 
Front Row: Gunter Hommermeister, Silao, Vocrotsis, George Vosich, Jock Roger, Gary Ferlecki, Guilio Rossi, David Lawson, Charles Doherty. 
STUDENTS RECEIVE 
SPECIAL ATTENTION at 
VARSITY 
SPORTS CENTRE LIMITED 
71 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST 
(at Ouellette Avenue) 
-1::{ Gym Suits for Boys and Girls 
-1:{ School Jackets, Crests and Lettering 
i:( Team Uniforms and Equipment 
" THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT" 
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SOCCER 
The \\'alkerville soccer team this year completed 
the regular season in second place a point in front 
of Kennedy and three points back of the league 
leading Lowe squad. Walkerville lost its only game 
against the Lowe team 3 to 2 as Lowe scored the 
winning goal late in the fourth quarter after \\'alker-
villc had rallied to knot the score 2 to 2. Walkervillc 
had little trouble with the rest of the league, tying-
Kennedy 3 to 3 and posting victories over Patterson. 
Massey, Herman, Commerce, and Assumption. 
This is the second straight year that Herman has 
defeatt·d our boys in the semi-finals. But wait until 
next sl'ason. 
The team this year was again ably coached by Mr. 
William Young who wants three thin~ next year-
new uniforms, more spt>ctators and a championship 
squad. 
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JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Back Raw: Mr. Kinnin, Doug Stewart, Ken Lawry, Dan Rautliffe, Tom Baker, Jim Gray, Ron Reardon, Bob Dafoe, Keith Ferguson, Ernest Clifton, 
Warren "Rusty" Wright, Ron Shulgon, Ston Vukanovich. 
Front Row: Mr. 8. W. Brown, Don Brown, Willie Mlack, Chad Murray, Jerry Kwapisz, Joe Robich, John Mahon, John Palko, Mr. M. Karcz. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Bock Row: Gord Stewart, Wayne Wright, John Zdrahal, leonord Chop, Tim Litster, Frank Bellavy, John Cmar, Mr. I. Allison. 
Front Row: Mike Weeks, Ron Dovid, Tom Kilpa trick, Poul Newman, Bill Gala, Bob Beneteau. 
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JUNIOR BASKETBALL - W.S.S.A. AND W.O.S.S.A. CHAMPS 
Under the coaching of Mr. Karcz, the Junior Tartans won the W.S.S.A. and W.O.S.S.A. Championship for 
the third consecutive year. 
The Tartans finished in the W.S.S.A. league with a perfect 10-0 record once again. A close finals game at St. 
Denis Hall proved a real thriller. But, as usual, the team pulled away in the remaining two or three minutes of 
the contest to defeat London's Beck 45-42. 
The deadly set-shots of John Mahon, Willy Mlacak, and John Palko, aided by outstanding rebounds of Joe 
Robich, Don Brown and Chad Murray added to the success of the team. 
The members of the team wish to express their thanks to Mr. Karcz for his fine coaching. 
All-CITY CHAMPIONS 
This year Walkerville was fortunate in having two boys added to the list of ·'All-City Champs." Jack Cowin 
made the first string on the all-city football team. ( see page 34), while Bob Beneteau scored for the all-city 
basketball team. Walkerville is proud of these two fine athletes and wishes them the best of success in the 
future. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
With Paul Newman, Mike \•\leeks, Ron Da\·id, 
Wayne Wright and Gordy Stewart returning from 
last year, and Tom "Killer" Kilpatrick, Bill Gala, 
John Zdrahal coming up from juniors along with 
Bob Beneteau from Assumption the Tartans had one 
of their better teams in recent years. 
After battling H erman, Assumption, Massey, 
Forster, Corpus Christi, and Lowe twice Walkerville 
entered the W .S.S.A. semi-finals and defeated Patter-
son in the first round. The following week the Tar-
tans played Forster for the city championship and 
lost by one point in an exciting game. Entering the 
\\'.O.S.S.A. playdown in \Vindsor the senior team 
trounced London Catholic Central and then in the 
finals lost to Forster again. 
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BOB BENETEAU 
Al l-City Star 1961 
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SWIMMING TEAM 
Third Row: Jim Young, Poter Smith, Doug Woodall, John Gouthier, Mr. Waddell, Mr. Orr. 
Second Row: Deon Holmes, Craig Holl, Bob Meredith, Preben Andersen, Poul Corbett, Bob Dafoe. 
Finl Row: Mike Nenadovich, Jim Mocdonold, Tim Dewor, Ion Hooley, Borey Smith, Mike Mckillop. 
SWIMMING 
Our S\\imming team this year was !1ot as successful 
as it was hoped to be. \\'e had two excellent coaches 
this year in the per;ons of Mr. Waddell and Mr. Orr. 
Mr. On- came out rcgularlr e,·c1·) }.1onday and 
Friday mornings at 8:00 a.m .. so that the boys could 
ha"e about a half hour of practice. They also 
practiced e,ery Tuesday and Thursda) after school. 
The team unanimously a~recd that next year they 
should start practicing earlier. Here are some of the 
results: 
Junior: 
Ian Hooley -50 yard free style-l;t (record). 
LOO yard free style I st (record) . 
Scott Cowan-50 yard backstroke-.+th. 
Craig Hall - LOO yard brcaststroke-6th. 
Senior: 
~like McKillop -200 yard freestyle 5th. 
Freestyle Rclar-~kKillop. Young. Smith, 
Anderson -1th. 
Lynne Tiophy-Ian Hooley (Jr.-fastcsl). Pre-
ben Andersen (Sr.-faMe~t . 
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INTERFORM BOYS' BASKETBALL 
The basketball schedule was incomplete at the tirne 
of publication. but all the clas.~es ~upponed the le~uc 
with a good representation and helped to make the 
tournament a success. 
TRACK AND FIELD 
The \ludrnts once again are practicine: for the 
annual track and field meet. \\'alkC'rville. as in pre-
"ious yean,, h0pes to do well in both the cit) me,·t and 
also thl· \\ .0.S.S .. \. ineet in London, to be held on 
May 20. \\ ilh the promisinir athletes \\C art pro-
ducing, \\ alkerdll<' ~hould certain!) walk a,\ay with 
se\'eral ribbons. 
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TO THE CADETS, OFFICERS AND 
INSTRUCTORS OF No. 1086 
W .C.I. CADET CORPS: 
Why are we required to take cadet trainin~ in high 
school? What use is it? Every cadet asks himself these 
questions at least once during his four years as a 
cadet. 
We can readily see the value of courses in first aid. 
signalling and bandmanship. In the offi~er training 
classes, young men learn how to give orders by first 
learning how to take them. But, you say, why does 
e\'eryone ha\'e to march around so much on the dusty 
campus in preparation for a parade which mar last 
no longer than two hours? 
You mav ha\'e noticed that these remarks are 
addressed first and foremost to the cadets. That is. 
YOU! The instructors arc very important but with-
out the cadets, themselves, there would be no point 
at all to the ,, hole cadet movement. It is the in-
dividual cadet who makes or breaks a cadet corps. 
Walkerville cadets have always been known to ha\'e a 
trong feelin~ of pride and sense of responsibility for 
their cadet corps. 
This "esprit de corps" has made my task this year 
of commandin~ our corps a \'Cry pleasant and not-to-
be-forgotten experience for me. 
~fay I express my thanks a lso to Major Allison. 
his staff of instructors, and my fellow officers for a 
job well done. 
C Lt-Col. GEORGE R. SERVICE 
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CADET OFFICERS 
Paul Corbett, Gary Waterman, Gary Dowdell, Franklin Hougohn Pelton, Tom Baker, Tim laird, David Goodbrand. 
Rau McKenzie, Bill Fedchun, Bill Nicholl, Peter Smith, Bill Service, David Mepham, Jim Brien, Dave Service. 
Frank Walton, Marten Brodsky, John Smith, George Service, C.O .. John Torau, Karl Fetter, Art Stayshin, Wayne Beneteau. 
OFFICERS 
George Service is commanding the Walkerville 
Cadet Corps this year. John Torau is second in 
command this year. The officers are looking forward 
to the annual Military Ball to be held May 5, as well 
as the Inspection at which all can be counted on to 
do their best to make it a real success. 
OFFICERS' MESS 
Walkerville Collegiate shares the distinction of ha,·-
ing a Cadet Officers' Mess with few, if any, other 
high schools in Canada. The President is J ohn 
Torau, Secretary is Karl Fetter, Vice-President is 
Robert Boyd. 
N .C.O .'s 
Both Junior and Senior Non-Commissioned Officers 
are a familiar sight as they practice several nights 
each week in the old gym. 
The emphasis is on letting each boy command a 
platoon for several minutes each night. These grade 
9 and 10 boys will be the Cadet Corps' future officers. 
T he training received will be valuable in all phases 
of later I ifc. 
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SIGNAL CORPS 
There has been a good turnout this year to the 
si~nal classes according to Mr. Hitchcock. The classes 
are held between periods 5 and 6 in room 331. New 
ceiling lights and a wall plug have been installed in 
the signalling room this year. 
It is hoped that there will be a large number 
qualifying for their certificates and prizes at the 
spring inspection and an equally large turnout next 
year. 
FIRST AID 
Approximately 140 grade nine boys are studying to 
receive Junior First Aid Certificates. T he Cadet 
branch of the W .C.I. First Aid Corps was standing by 
to render- any help needed at the Annual Inspection. 
Some 14 senior students are taking instruction in the 
phases of First Aid required for other awards. Mr. 
William Young is again providing excellent direction 
for those interested in this phase of cadet life. 
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PIPE BAND 
Bock Row: George Kidd, Ken Wilton, Doug Woodall, Dou9 Copemon, Doug Gordon, Steve Kasun, Bob Irwin, Warren Ritchie, 
Paul Smith, Jim Brown. 
First Row: Bill Foirlie, Mork Moncur, Pipe Major Jock Copland, M.B.E., Charles Meonwell, Mike Kelly. 
PIPE BAND 
The summer of 1960 proved to be one of pleasure and toil for the fourteen members of the W.C.I. Pipe Band. 
The band was most fortunate to be chosen from among all the other cadet pipe bands in the Central Com-
mand to represent this command at the National Cadet Camp in Banff, Alberta. 
\\'e arri\'ed at the C.:\".R. station in London, Ontario in the late hours of the morning of July 5 to begin a 
two week training course at \Volesley Barracks. The two week stay there marked the beginning of lasting ac-
quaintances with the one hundred other cadets from every section of Ontario. The London stay pa~sed quickly. 
After the passing-out parade at Ippcrwash Cadet Camp, preparations were made for the trip to the West. 
Lt. Colonel D. C. O'Brien was the officer in charge of the cadet batallion at Woleslcy Barracks. 
\\'e left for Toronto from London and after a great deal of registration, boarded the train to Banff. Before 
long, we arrived at the camp in Banff, located at the foot of the renowned Cascade Mountain in the Bow Valley. 
It was quite an experience to find oneself surrounded by mountains. 
Our main role in Banff was a means of publicity of the camp and of the cadet mo,·emcnt itself i11 Canada to 
tourists coming from all o,·er the globe. We must have achieved that aim for during the three weeks we per• 
formed at the following places: Banff Springs Hotel, The Banff School of Fine .\rts, The Banff Administration 
Gardens, The Banff Hot Springs, The Cave and Basin, Banff Park, The Mt. Norquay Chair Lift, a Sunday 
Church Parade down the main street of Banff, Lake Minnewanka, Lake Louise, and Emerald Lake, B.C. 
For the camp itself, the syllabus consisted of re,·eille at 6: 30 a.m. and the retreat ceremony at 7: 30 p.m. in 
full ceremonial uniform. After this was completed, free time was granted to do as we wished. 
One evening at the camp was ,·cry special as a cadet honour guard and the band performed for the top 
dignitaries of Alberta and British Columbia. Afterwards, three pipers and a drummer were sumoned to the 
officer<;· me,s for furtht'r entertainment of the ~uests. This so pleased Senator Cameron, head of the Banff 
School of Fine Arts that the four of us W<'re im ited lo sec the opera "Die Fledermaus". 
Perhaps the ~reatest thrill was the visit of our instructor Pipe Major Jock Copland, M.B.E. Since he had 
served in the war with the commanding officer of the camp, he was well accommodated. 
The three scheduled weeks in Banff passed rather quick!)' and before long we wrre on our way home. 
The head of the \\'.C.I. Guidance Department. ~fr. A. C. Bro" n, who holds the rank of captain, acted as 
officer in charge of the band for the five week course. 
CADET PIPE MAJOR BILL FAIR.LIE 








ESSEX and KENT SCOTTISH 
INVITES 
YOU TO INVESTIGATE THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
TRAINING - LEADERSHIP AND PROMOTION 
OFFERED IN THE RESERVE ARMY 
TRAINING PROGRAM 
. 
ENQUIRIES MAY BE DIRECTED TO: 
THE ORDERLY ROOM 
THE ESSEX AND KENT SCOTTISH 
WINDSOR ARMOURY 
OR 
YOUR CHIEF CADET INSTRUCTOR 
By Permission-LT.-COL. J. A. BAXTER, C.D., Officer Commanding 
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TRUMl'ET BAND 
Third Row: Bob Sounders, Neil Wright, Bill Scose, Ted Schroede r, Jim Trofin, Rick Pillsworlh, Ron Wilkins. 
Second Row: Mortin Boker, Brion Hornick, Fred Veghelyi, Fronk Anderson, Terry Tanner, Ray Chodzinski, Craig Hall. 
Firsl Row: Mr. A. C. Brown, Jahn Stephens, Gary Fairlhorne, Michael laRonde, John Simon, Bob Slark, Richard Klinck, Mitchell 
Male,. 
Absent: Terry Young, John McCall, Jon Hyslop, Leonard Razon, Forbes Blyth. 
TRUMPET BAND 
The \Valkerville Cadet Trumpet Band again under 
the direction of Mr. A. C. Brown continues to be 
perhaps the only R.C.A.C. band in this area using 
valve trumpets. 
This year a large number of grade 9 boys ha,·e 
accepted instruction on trumpets or drums and it is 
expected that a band of 28, led by Fred Wilkinson, 
will appear at the annual Inspection. 
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1960 INSPECTION 
Last year's inspection was one of the best in recent 
years. \Ve were honoured to haYe as our Reviewing 
Officer, Brigadier F. A. Clift, General Officer Com-
manding Western Ontario Area. Tine Inspecting 
Officer was the Western Ontario Area Cadet Officer. 
Pipe Major Bill Fairlie won the Bryn Davies Mem-
orial Trophy for the Best Cadet. 
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RIFLE TEAM 
last Row: Mr. Bunt, Mr. Nighswander, Robert Chicilo, Brian McCabe, Norman Jacques, John Hackson, Bruce Edwards, Danny Jasin, 
David S.rvice. 
First Raw: Wayne Merklinger, Gory Ferlecki, Gary Dowdell, Jim l amb, Ivan Soroka. 
SHOOTING 
It is hoped that more g-rade 9 and 10 boys will take advant~e of the rifle range facilities next yea1. 
Under the direction of ~fr. Allison and Mr. KarC7 149 students have earned Crossed Rifles and Cro\,n 
badges and 138 students ha\ e earned Crossed Rifles Badges. 
With excellent marksmen from grade 9 coming this year, we are looking forward to excellent rifle teams for 
,cars to come at " "alkervillc. 
· Results: Ontario Rifle Association- team average 93- placed 20th out of 56 competing- teams. han oroka 
receives ORA Crest for shooting- 98. 
220 shots ha\·e been entered in the Youth of the Empire competition thi~ yea1 b) \V.C.I. 
D.C.R.A. competition is incomplete. 
0 
RIFLE TEAM 
Second Row: Sadiq Hosnoin, Ted Tupling, Ken Dowdell, Paul Merklinger, Mr. Marchini. 
First Row: Fred Veghelyi, John Adams, George Plontus, Terry Edwards, Jock Chicilo. 
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PUBLIC SPEAKING REPORT 1961 
Congralulations to all those "ho entered our public speaking contests! \\'e had a good representation from 
the junior school but not as good as we ,, ould like from the seniors. The junior "·inners were Bonnie Storrey 
and Charles Meanwell. The seniors were Grace Robertson and Doug Woodall. 
A message of congratulation is also due to Gladys Manser who was our repre entati,e m the Industrial 
AccidcnL Pre,ention Contest. Gladys was the winner also in the group B preliminary contest held at W. D. 
Lowe Technical School. 
In the Ontario Ratepayers' Association contest sponsored by the Ontario Hydro, Richard Pillsworth was the 
winner in this school. 
Com<' in a~ain, all of }·ou, and let us ha,·e more represcntati,·es from Grades 12 and 13 ! 
CHOIR 
The choir welcomes Miss Ha,.el Solomon as its new 
director this year. ?\ot only do we ha,·e a tal<'nted 
instructress but also an accomplished accompanist. 
Barbara Boughner. Our important venture this year 
is to compete in the \\"indsor Kiwanis Music Festi,·al 
where "e intend to Sp<'Ciali7e in the three part 
harmony of Tschaikowsky's ·The Nightingale" and 
··Let Every Heart be M erry" by Veccki. \\'c enjoy 
participating- in assemblies also and hope to continue 
this practice. 
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ORCHESTRA 
The concert orchestra has had a very successful 
year under the capable direction of Mr. Bruce Curry. 
The orchestra was the bi~l(est and probably the best 
in recent years, with some 52 members. 
The orchestra has played at <'xercise assemblies and 
many other assemblies in which the audience joined 
in singing. An example of this was the Christmas 
assembly. 
The main feature of the year was a trip to London, 
on February 2. Tlw orchestra left \\'alker\'ille at 8 
in the morning and arri,·ed home at I the next 
morning. It played at three schools and will have 
a return visit from Beal Tech. 
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CHOIR 
Fourth Row: Bonnie Storrey, Janet Borrowman, Margaret Suckow, Jonie e Willimott, Allison McCall. Shirley Twerdun, Gail lndzeoski, Sylvia 
Szeryk, Doreen MacPhail, Laurie Robbins, Sandy Brisson. 
Third Row: Suson Cole, Gail Jewhurst, Joyce Bialkowski, Virginia Sodaiti s, Natalie Batrincha, Paulette Marier, Christine Needham, Carol Weeks, 
Donna Zajac. 
Second Row: Gladys Manser, Marilyn Lodge, Mary Sneddon, Susan Parr, Arlene Riddell, Linda Reid, Sandra Pupulin, Susan Rosenburger, Ellen 
Coppel, Lynn Terry. 
fint Row: Sharon Sanderson, Mory Tiers, Loraine Jomes, Carolyn Millar, Sherry Meloche, Barbara B:oughner, Gail Bradley. 
ORCHESTRA 
Fourth Row: David Burr, Arthur Pe lton, Bill Service, Paul Smith, George Kidd, Frank Bobesich, Bob Dafoe, John Smith, Doug Copeman, Marten 
Brodsky, John Torau, David Urquhart, Bob Gorski. 
Third Row: Carl Belke, Ken Hawkeswood, Fronk Walton, Pete Gieswein, I on Grant, Oa._.,e Service, Bruce Graham, Bob Haywood, Henry Muench, 
Roy Andrichuk, Jerry Sokolik, Vern Smith. 
Second Row: Richard Liddell, Richard Blake, Carol Findlay, Diane Giles, C aralle Christie, Marilyn O ' Hearne, Elizabeth Turner, Sharon Girling, 
Kare n Monks, Bonnie Storey, Rita Sovchetz, Elizabeth Meanwell, Ed Zusko, Rick Pillswarth. 
First Row: Barbaro Corr, Mary Ellen Reid, Lili Shery, Lynn Terry, Sherry Meloche, Mr. B. Curry, Nita Foirhurst, Marlene Wowchuk, Barbara Bough-
ner, Gloria Gural, $9nio Mokorevi(h. 
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Marg McPhail, Joyce Purton, Janet Fi sher, Grace Robertson, Miu Latimer. 
ART CLUB 
Under the capable leadership of Miss Latimer, the Art Club has had a very successful year. From a very large 
turnout of members at the beginning of the term, a fair-sized group has developed, the participants of which 
regularly attend the meetings. The club's main project this year was a 96 foot mural which was displayed at the 
Gambler's Gambol. Cadet posters were also made, the chief work on them being done by Warren Ritchie. The 
Art Club executive consists of Grace Robertson as president, J oyce P urton, J anet Fisher, Margaret McPhail, and 
Alan Parkins as errand boy. 
Second Row: Jerry Grant, £ob Atkinson, Robert Snoyko 
First Row: Sandy McMohon, Steve Kasun, Sherry Meloche, Mr. Mcleod. 
CAMERA CLUB 
Steve Kasun is the president of this year's club. Our meetings arc held every second \'Vednesday under the 
guidance of Mr. McLeod. The members of the club helped at the pop concessions at the dances to help earn 
money for supplies. Anyone interested in photography is cordially invited to join the club next year. 
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SCIENCE CLUB 
Mr. Sparling, Alan Gold, Marg-Anne Monck, Richard Winterburn, Ann Gorek. 
SCIENCE CLUB 
This year, under the direction of Mr. W. A. Sparling, the science club of Walkerville was started. Late in 
January, an cxecuti,e \\'aS elected. It consists of Richard Winterburn as president, Mary Ann ~1onck, Anne 
Gorek, Allie Gold. 
It was arranged for the members of the science club to visit Essex College while exhibits were on display and 
it pro,·cd to be wry interesting and enjoyable. A trip is planned to \'isit Cranbrook Institute during the Easter 
Holidays. Many of the club members ha, e also entered a "ide variety of projects in the Science Fair. 
Although a large number of students from all grades show up every Thursday after school, it is hoped that 
e,·en more will get the ''bug" and join next year. 
PEP CLUB 
Joonno Liddell, Joan Greenhaw, Corole Ingalls, Pot Byrne. 
PEP CLUB 
The purpose of the Pep Club was to promote school spirit. Walkerville pennants were sold to help raise 
money. Many posters were dra" n to attract more students to the football and basketball games. A large " \\"' 
flag was also made. This year's executive was composed of Joan Grccnhow, Caro!e Ingalls, Pat Byrne, and 
Joanne Liddell. Mrs. La"son was our sponsor teacher. 
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SE NIOR DRAMATIC CLUB 
Sheila Cowan, Miu Robbins, Mory Ellen Reid, George Service. 
SENIOR DRAMATICS 
The Senior Dramatics Club presented "The Rehearsal", February 3, 1961, for the Senior Assembly in place 
of our annual production due to the lack of interest and male participants. The roles of Macbeth and Lady 
Macbeth were well played by Sharon Sanderson and Crystal Clay respectively. The producer, Margaret Mac-
donald, and the director, Gail Bradley, ably supported the main characters. Others participating were Lili 
Shery, Gladys Manser, Sheila Cowan, Mary Ellen Reid, Cathy McKeon, Barbara Cotton, and Sue Clouse. We 
wish to thank Miss Robbins for her continued interest and support and wish the future Dramatics Clubs greater 
success in the years to come. 
JUNIOR DRAMATICS 
Pamela Spence, John Col lard, Mr. Spalding, Prudy Litster. 
JUNIOR DRAMA SOCIETY 
On February 3, a one-act play called "Shakespeare Streamlined" was performed for the junior assembly. 
The play starred R ay Chodinski as Shakespeare with a supporting cast of Carolyn Whitehead, Prudy Litster, 
Pat Nolan, Pam Spence, Lynn Cape, Joan Peppe_r, Na1ma Hasmai1:, Llo)'.d Grahame, Don R<;>utl_iffe, ~on 
Shalgan. The play was one chosen by Miss Robbins, with the surpnse ending developed by the Junior society 
itself. The highly successfu l Shakespearian costume for Ray was made by Mrs. M~nger, and he~ efforts were 
appreciated by everyone. Also the juniors were aided in such ways as make-up, staging, and curtain control, by 
the Senior Society under the direction of Miss Robbins. 
The executive was composed of Prudy Litster, Carolyn \'\'hitehead, Ray Chodinski, and the sponsor teacher 
and director was Mr. John Sparling. 
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WINDSOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE FAIR 
The 196 I Science Fair was an exposition of science projects developed and built by the students. Thr 
objects in view were to stimulate interest in various fields of science among students and to give proper recogni-
tion to these talented young people. 
\\'alkerville students worked hard through the months of January, February, and March on their projects. 
/\s a result of the judging, Walkerville won many top honours. To mention a few, Janice Fisher and Gwen 
Jenkins took a first in the field of physiography, while Ron Apcclale won a third with his ovarian hysterectomy. 
These three lucky students will represent Walkerville at the All-Ontario Science Fair at Toronto during the 
Easter holidays. 
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT 
J unior Achie,·cment is an educational Programme whereb)' students 15 to 19 years of age learn the funda-
mentals of the free enterprise system. 
Junior Achievement is spreading quickly throughout Canada and the Windsor programme is considered the 
most developed and best organized in Canada. This year over 400 Achievers arc operating 22 miniature com-
panies. There are two service companies, The Bank of Achievement and Jabco (the J.A. Broadcasting 
Company) which puts commercials on CKLW Teb·ision. The achievers produce and sell items such as hand 
lotion, pen sets, jewellef)', oven mitts, and artist's pallets. 
J unior Achievement also provides social functions namely the J.A. Prom, a Basket-Hop and the Future 
Unlimited Banquet. Ask any of the 56 Walkerville students who are actively participating in the programme 
and you will discover that Junior Achievement is enjoyable, educational, and rewarding. Why don't you join 
J unior Achievement and let it help )'OU and your future? 
ASSEMBLIES 
This year se,·eral talent assemblies were held to brighten up the day for the students. The highlight of one 
of the senior assemblies was "Superman·• :\iiahait's spectacular leap from the balcony to the main floor ... 
by a rope. 
The year of 1960 was closed with a Christmas assembly at which Santa Claus Moodrey arrived. H e had gifts 
for everyone; among them was a live rabbit for the biology teacher, Mr. McLeod. 
A Remembrance Day assembly and an Easter Assembly "ere held where the entire school felt an air of 
reverence. The orchestra performed at both of these. 
Also, this year the opening exercise assemblies were continued. The juniors gathered in the auditorium on 
Tuesday morning; the seniors, on Wednesday morning. At these assemblies, the orchestra and choir both per-
formed several times. ' 
THE SECRETARIES 
Once again the Blue and White Staff would like to 
thank the two secretaries, Barbara Anderson and 
Zilda McKclvic for their assistance which was sin-
cerely a ppreciatcd. A few of the important jobs they 
carried out for the staff this year arc the printing of 
the graduation forms, the patrons' ad forms, and the 
t,ping of various letters which were sent out. 
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THE MAINTENANCE STAFF 
This year's Blue and White would like to take this 
opportunity to thank the maintenance staff for its 
valuable assistance. Miss Speers, Pete Karlechuk, 
Robert Green, and Vic DiPietro all helped to set up 
the benches for group pictures. We thank them for 
the help they have given us with the odd tasks around 
the school. 
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STRATFORD TRIP 
In September 1960, many students from Walkervillc boarded the train at the Windsor station on their way 
to Stratford to see the Shakespearean play "Romeo and J uliet". When they arrived in Stratford, two hours 
were spent in sight-seeing, and then it was time to go to the Theatre. Everyone enjoyed the play and after the 
performance, a question period took place. At 6 o'clock, the students once again boarded the train, and after 
a three hour trip, they returned to Windsor after a very strenuous but enjoyable day. 
UNITED NATIONS TRIP 
This year, as every year, one student from each of the Windsor High Schools was chosen to represent his 
school on a trip to the United Nations. On October J 9, I a long with 9 other fellows boarded a plane for a 
4-day stay in New York. Mr. Pophey, a teacher at Lowe Vocational School was the chaperone. 
At New York, we Canadians were well pleased that our country, Canada, is so well thought of in the current 
affairs of the world. We were treated very well. Two oif the speakers whom we heard were Mrs. H. Steen, from 
the Maritime Provinces and Mr. Mathieu, a representative from Quebec. 
Later at a school assembly, I showed some slides which were typical of life in New York. Some were sight-
seeing pictures; others of the United Nations Buildings themselves. I hope that these pictures helped you to 
relive with me my visit to New York. I would also like to thank my fellow grade 12 students for choosing me to 
represent them at one of the largest cities of the world- New York. 
FRA 1K ILIJA TIC 
INTER-SCHOOL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
The inter-school Christian fellowship is an inter-denominational group, meeting every Wednesday at 3: 30 in 
room 211. 
Several anti-Christian ideologies arc today plaguing the democratic world systems; therefore it is most im-
portant that free nations maintain their Christian standards. Because the high schools consist of tomorrow's 
leaders, the I.S.C.F. functions to carry out its motto: " To know Christ and to make Him known". 
The meetings this year have dealt mainly with the teachings of Christ through the Gospel of Luke and have 
been related to modern times to show how they pertain to the student. Missionary speakers have appeared at 
the meetings from various areas of the globe. A week-end camp with other I.S.C.F. groups and various social 
functions have kept the neighbouring fellowship in close contact. 
Those wishing to attend next year's group are warmly invited and gua!'anteed that their time will be well 
~pent. 
W.S.S,.Y.A. 
This year the Blue and White took an active part in a new group which was organized in this city, The 
Windsor Secondary School Yearbook Association. Although this group has only met five times, we at Walker-
\·ille feel it has been an added help to us. The W.S.S.Y.A. membership is made up of the officers of the 
Secondary school magazines; their main purpose is to find ways in reducing production costs and increasing the 
standard of the book and also find new ideas to make the books more attractive. All of us on the Blue and White 
would like to see all schools associated with this associajon. 
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The Walkerville social season began on September 7, 1960 with a mass reunion of all the returning students 
in the main hall. Everyone was glad to be back and many tales of exciting summer adventures were traded 
before the first bell rang. In the days that followed the "old grind" of homework and studying became general 
routine again. 
Many of the Grade Nines got official initiations during the second week of school when each class was 
assigned a page in the Informer to memorize. Senior students had the right to impose penalties on any 
freshmen who were not able to 1·ecite their required page. Naturally it was not an unusual sight to see younger 
students wearing odd socks, blouses backwards, and pe1forming extraordinary deeds for the seniors. The week 
ended happily for the juniors though, as they got priority at the "Gt"t Acquainted Dance" by only paying ten 
cents admission. 
The football season was soon upon us and Walkerville had large and spirited crowds at all the games. The 
team provided plenty of excitement for all who attended. 
During September and October there were sock hops and then the annual Hallowe'en Dance with costumes 
and weird outfits. With November came the usual ent!rnsiasm of the Gamblers' Gambol. It was held on the 
11 th and many coup!es en joyed dancing to the music of Wally Townsend's orchestra in the new gym decorated 
in a Mardi Gras theme. 
Exams came quickly and brought an abrupt halt to all social activities until December 10 when the "Blue 
and White" sponsored a sock hop. The dance featured the Los Trinidados Calypso group from Assumption 
University. Their many songs sung in a Harry Belafontc style were thoroughly enjoyed. 
Christmas holidays arrived along with the graduation. On December 22 parents, friends, and graduates 
poured into the auditorium for the memorable event. It was a very successful evening with Bruce Laird as 
Valedictorian and Trevor Collier the class historian. After the ceremonies, acquaintances were renewed at a 
dance featuring Ken Brown's orchestra. 
The n,ew year brought the all-important basketball season. Every game was attended by many avid Walker-
ville fans who followed the teams as they advanced to the finals. The gym served a double purpose at home 
games as there were always sock hops afterwards. 
Directly after the basketball season everyone took time out for Easter exams. On March I 7 the Agora 
sponsored a Red Feather Dance. Admittance was determined by everyone's weight and the proceeds went to 
the Red Feather Fund. Needless to say there was quite a bit of dieting during that week. 
Activities Night is scheduled to provide excitement during the Easter vacation. 
As usual the grand finale to the Walkerville Social Whirl will be the Military Ball which will be held May 5. 
Reflecting back to the Military Ball of 1960- to the skirl of the pipes the grand march was led by C / Lt. Col. 
John Park and his lady. The evening was enjoyed by all who attended and now everyone is looking forward to 
the big event of this year. 
As the 1960-1961 school year draws to a close there is no doubt in anyone's mind that it has been a huge 
success and has provided fond memories for all. 
lIARLENE ALLC.:HlN 
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CONTESTS 
LITERARY WINNERS ... 
ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY WINNERS . .. 
LITERARY WINNERS 
Second Row: Tim lutzac, 
Coralie Christie, Barb 
Boughner, Arthur Pelton. 
First Row: Fred Gutekunst, 
John Gural, Janel Fishe r, 
Bob Meredith. 
ART AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
WINNERS 
Stan Vukanovich, David 
Pepper, Sharon Girling, 
Marg McPhail, Frank An-
derson. 
~ Thi' Blue and White Staff would like to thank all the students who entered the contests and helped to make 
them such a success. Special thanks go to all I hose teachers who spent much time in judging the contests. 




by BOB MEREDITH, 12A 
Hans Schreiber paused as he neared the barbed 
wire fence surrounding the concentration camp. He 
thre\\ an anxious glance behind him, fell to the 
ground, his head prc,sed close to the icy earth, and 
trembled. The bright searchlight beam approached 
... passed ... he was still safe. 
This house of hon ors for almost a year no" had 
held Hans prisoner. His taut face, his bony limbs 
both revealed the effects of the harsh, inhuman treat-
ment he had endured. As he remembered these things 
he asked himself how the commandant could have 
expected any of the inmates to survi,·e on the hand-
fuls of rancid food, if it could be called food, "hich 
were periodically distributed. Hans, however, could 
not have known that it was the commandant's orders 
that none were to survi\'e the winter. A bitterly hard 
winter it was, too. 
The prisoners were not the only ones hit hard by 
this uncommonly cruel winter. A shivering tribe of 
half-starved wolves which hardly deserved to be called 
a "pack", as one usually considers it, had also felt 
the fangs of death which hit many in their ranks. 
Fate had sent them out this cold No\'cmber 
morning, hunting for some kind of nourishment. Their 
usually scarce meals, sparse as they were, were 
AUTUMN 
JUNIOR FIRST 
by JOHN GURAL, 91 
I felt alone in the world as I walked along through 
the variegated leaves. I glanced around lO sec more 
and more lea,·es endlessly gliding and twisting from 
the heavily-laden trees to the dark, bitter earth. It 
seemed as if the beautiful green trees of the summer 
had grown old and weary, and could no longer bear 
the weight of the lea\'eS. They tried c,·cr)' way 
possible to shake them to their cold bed on the 
c:round. 
I continued along slowly through the park, retiring 
retrospecti\'ely into almost forgotten memories. I 
thought of the summer past when life w:\S so enjoy-
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occasionally augmented by some unfortunate prisoner 
making a futile bid for freedom. The broad, thick 
shoulders of one wolf clearly pointed him out as the 
leader. It was he who raised his nose to the heavens, 
searching for some indication of life which could 
mean food, and to them, sun·ival. 
Hans inched his way under the humming wires 
whose electricit)' could kill as quickly as any gun. 
Crouched, trembling, he was fifty feel from the hang-
ing evergreen forest and safety. Did I say safety? 
The safety he saw was certainly a very false one. 
While Hans was seeing his escape unfolding, a 
cunning brain, deep in the woods, was planning an 
escape from starYation. 
"Finally!" The sound was scarcely audible as it 
escaped from Hans' throat. Oh, but the air tasted so 
wonderfully free lo him. Yet he could not linger to 
enjoy it. He dove headlong into the woods, unaware 
of the sharp branches lashing his face ... stumbling 
... crawling ... gasping for breath ... forever on-
ward His eyes bulging from the strain, his heart 
pounding, Hans groped through the dull, cutting 
shadows. 
carer now, another throbbing heartbeat pounded, 
that of a wolf bounding over the snow. 
Hans turned with a start. "No!" he gasped. 
The first wolf leapt. 
able. 1 thought of the lively picnics we had in the 
park, the carving of our initials in the tree, the 
childish chasing of one another from tree to tree. 
Still gazing at the forlorn scene 1 retired a little 
further in my memory to spring with all the trees 
with bursting buds I thought of my first prom and 
the wonderful time I had- she was so very charming, 
my first romance. 
I trudged alon~ the rest of the way to the park 
entrance, rustling the leaves every step of the way. I 
turned, once more to look at the leaves on the ground 
and at the ones still clinging with undying hope to 
the trees, and determined to return once more before 
Winter spread its white blanket over all. 
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"MEMOIRS OF A COLD" 
SENIOR SECON D 
by BARBARA BOUGHNER, 13B 
As I sit here, a nearly empty box of Kleenex beside 
me, my wastebasket full of used tissues, my thoughts 
turn to ... But wait! Before proceeding further, I feel 
I should explain the nature of my affliction. I am 
the unhappy victim of acute catarrhal affection of the 
respiratory mucous membranes- I have a cold. 
It all began at a party last weekend when I met 
a friend whom I had not seen for several months. We 
spent a great deal of time exchanging gossip, and, as 
I discovered later, germs; for she had a cold. 
At five a.m. the following morning I awoke, throat 
sore, head aching, the none-too-proud possessor of a 
thriving colony of germs. Groggily I made my way 
to the washroom, gargled some vile-tasting medicine, 
swallowed an aspirin and stumbled back to bed. I 
term this the evening and the morning of the first 
day. 
At school, classmates commented on my rosy cheeks, 
asked if I had walked in the cold air. I was not 
flattered. I had not been walking. I had a fever. By 
dinnertime I had a congestion of the nasal mucosa with 
complete occlusion of the nostrils- I couldn't breathe! 
Homework was interrupted by frequent excursions to 
the medicine chest. Soon a line of bottles stretched 
from one end of my desk to the other. A visitor might 
have guessed I was about to engage in the pharma-
ceutical business. I sprayed with ephedrine hydro-
chloride, inhaled benzedrine and menthol, downed the 
full quota of aspirin- and felt miserable. That night 
THE CODE OF THE SEA 
JUN IOR SECOND 
by JIM LUTZAC, 9H 
The cold dark sea was wild with fury, unmerci-
fully smashing the ship to pieces on the jagged reef. 
There was g reat panic, with shrill screams of many 
women and children, stumbling and crawling to the 
lifeboats across the slippery weatherbeaten decks. 
Frantic men were going insane trying to locate their 
families and lead them to safety. Huge white-crested 
waves lashed violently over the ship, almost totally 
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the coughing began. Thus passed the e\'ening and the 
morning of the second day. 
My germs, now thoroughly acclimated, established 
a base of operations in my throat. Then began a 
never-ending game- they tickled and I coughed. 
Sneezing commenced shortly after that. Now this was 
to me the supreme insult! H ere were 111)' germs, with 
a perfectly good, warm, comfortable place to live in, 
and they wanted to leave! They seemed to have 
become infected with a "Go \'\lest, young man, go 
West" sentiment. Go they did. I orth, south, cast, 
or west, the only way out was up. Up they came-
rcstless, wayward delinquents, seeking to get away 
from the crowded conditions prevailing in my throat. 
I fought the mass exodus with every resource avail-
able-I held Kleenex in front of my mouth, gulped 
every conceivable type of medicine. Please don't 
misunderstand me! Nothing could have made me 
happier than to bid each and every one a fond 
farewell! However, I realized that in their headlong 
fl ight they might encounter another member of my 
family, and decide to take up a new residence. There 
was a d istinct possibility of incurring my parents' 
wrath in this way. 
So have passed the evenings and the mornings of 
this week ... But now, dear readers, I must go, for 
they do not die without a fight, my germs. I feel 
them regrouping for a last stand. I am ready, weapons 
poised. The medicine goes down, and I can almost 
hear the cries of anguish as they retreat, beaten, the 
end near. Science has triumphed again! 
submerging it at times. Gale ·winds whipped ocean 
spray through the air, while forked lightning flashed, 
and thunder boomed. No one knows how it hap-
pened- how one lone man made it to the beach, 
through the spiny-sharp coral and the pounding surf. 
The sole survivor was found by some fishermen and 
the whole scene, dark and terrible, must still haunt 
his mind because the events oi the night could not be 




by JANET FISHER, 11 A 
Not soon enough we reach our teenage years, 
And then the tumult hidden in our hearts 
At length breaks forth as now adulthood nears, 
And thus our fight for independence starts. 
We strive to manage all our own affairs; 
We set our minds, and on our way begin, 
Not heeding warnings of awaiting snares, 
But though we oft fall back, at last we win. 
And thus we sec a nation new arise, 
To try to break her bonds with Motherland, 
But she too finds it hard to reach her prize, 
For oft great obstacles before her stand. 
But keeping faith she gains the crown she craves. 




by ARTHUR PELTON, 12A 
Since life must end, 
We all defend 
A feeble vain belief, 
That since we'll sec 
Eternity, 
There is no cause for grief. 
The setting sun, 
When day is done, 
Will rise again we say; 
Death docs not cause 
Despair, because 
Once more \\'e'll sec the day. 
But night draws near, 
And then we f car 
That our poor faith will fall; 
When twilight's past, 
Life will not last; 
Death triumphs over all. 
A FALLING ST AR 
JUNIOR FIRST 
by FRED GUTEKUNST, 10D 
Way up there in the sunless sky, 
We see the stars go marching by. 
Continuously they shine at night, 
And give this earth a little light. 
They sparkle and twinkle in the dark, 
Each looking like a golden lark. 
There they stand out in the cold, 
Slowly getting so very old. 
Soon their twinkling light will stop 
And slowly from the heavens they'll drop. 
Man will need no more their light 
For he has developed other might. 
Nuclcur power has begun, 
Taking its energy from the sun. 
It lights his cities, drives his cars, 
Flies his rockets, which will go to Mars. 
Destroys the world with a single blow, 
If ever man would let it go. 
The earth would rest, all life would cease, 
Because man \\'Ouldn't live in peace. 
JUNE AGAIN 
JUNIOR SECOND 
by CARALLE CHRISTIE, 91 
Once again the setting sun, 
Showed us all that day was done. 
Over lakes it brightly shone, 
Over brooks and meadow pond. 
And through all the quiet night, 
Others saw the lovely sight. 
The golden moon made all the b;:iy 
Gleam as though it were midday. 
When the sun arose at dawn, 
O'er dew-tipped flowers it softly shone. 
It said to children, "Come and play, 
In my pleasant, warming ray." 
i\1ow C\'entidc has come at last, 
Our glad and happy day is past; 
In the sky the glimmering moon, 
Seems to say that this is J unc. 








MARGIE McPHAIL, 11A 
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JUNIOR FIRST by STAN VUKANOVICH, 9F 
SENIOR SECOND by DAVID PEPPER, 12D 
Page 60 
JUNIOR SECOND by SHARON GIRLING, lOC 
, 
JUNIOR SECOND by FRANK ANDERSON, 91 
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EXCHANGE 
The purpose of exchanging yearbooks is to avail new inspirations to both parties. From the comparison of 
the coverage in style and composition we hope lo issue a more enlightening yearbook. \Ale wish to thank all 
the schools that sent us their yearbooks and also we wish to congratulate them on their excellent editions in 
1960. 
THE REPORTER of Assumption High School compiled a book which contained pre\·ious editions of their 
school paper. It contained a complete coverage of all school activities. 
THE ADELAIDE TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL of South Austtalia listed their grads under the heading 
" Who's Who?" 
THE COLLEGE TIMES of Upper Canada College contained a complete coverage in all respects especially 
of the visit of H.R.H. The Duke of Edinburgh. 
THE HOLT SCHOOL MAGAZINE of Liverpool carried excellent literary and poetry sections. 
THE BUGLE of Calgary, Alberta had a complete coverage of the n,umerous school clubs. 
THE ROY AL YORKER of Toronto carried a new and different approach to class news and grads. 
THE SAG IT ARIUS of Aden Bowman Collegiate in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan covered sports activities in great 
detail with excellent photographs. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD ANNUAL of Nova Scotia featured a French literary page which was well done. 
JOKES 
Sneeze: The explosion of a tickle. 
Definition: Trousers- an uncommon noun, singular at 
the top and plural at the bottom. 
A boy's voice changes in adolcscense, 
A girl's when she answers the phone. 
Attention: 
Did you hear about the paper doll that committed 
suicide when she found out her mother was an 
old bag. 
A christmas shopper is a woman who can hurry 
through a department store aisle 8 inches wide with-
out brushing against piled-up glassware, then drive 
home and knock the doors off a 12-foot garage. 
Cop: "And just how did the accident happen?" 
Motorist: "My wife fell asleep in the back seat." 
.. Ho,v old arc you, little boy?" asked a visitor. 
"When I 'm home I'm seven, :ind when I'm on the bus 
I 'm five:' 
''Do you find advertising brings quick results?" 
'·Yes, indeed! Why only the other day we advertised 
for a night watchman, and that very night the safe 
was robbed." 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
Women not only drive as well as men but can drive 
on either side of the road. 
Teacher: "What did Paul Revere say at the end of 
his famous ride?" 
Student: "Whoa!" 
Definition: One woman talking- a monologue. 
Two women talking- a cat-a-logue. 
An American returned from his trip abroad. 
"How was the weather in London?" a friend asked. 
"Dunno, so foggy I couldn't tell." 
A salesman joined the police force. After several 
months a friend asked, "How do you like being a 
policeman?" 
"The pay is good and the hours are satisfactory," he 
answered, "and best of all- the customer is always 
wrong." 
Teacher: "Can you tell me how fast light travels?" 
Johnnie: " I don't know how fast but I know it gets 
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Back Row: Mike Wilton, Joe McKeon, Art 
Stoyshin, Carl Be lke, Poul Smith, Bob 
Tronter, Nkk Ropoich, Bill Service, Dove 
~r:,~~~r~onTr:P~:.il~~~nkKii'~i~~~~: ::~ 
Koste niuk, loin Ferguson. 
Middle Row: Sob Gorski, Doug Woodall, 
Bob Campbell, Ron Anderson, Carole 
Fallon, Doreen Whitlock, Carolyn 
Millar, Frances Show, John Henry 
Smith, Jim ' l e Ne z.' Trofin, Ken 
Hawkeswood, Pot McDonald, John 
CippofOi\e. 
Front Row: Mory Mott, Mory Anne Mortin, 
Sondra Millinoff, Gail Bradley, Mr. 
Waddell, Marollyn Posikov, Barb Nor~ 
wood, Mory Senzel, Merry McConnochie . 
Absent: Wayne Merklinger. 
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Third R9w: Pete Smith, Rick Boyd, Henry 
Muench, Deon Holmes, Bob Mereditl,, 
Erkki Poakkonen, Bill Gola, Pete Gies-
wein, Fronk Walton, Richard Winter-
burn, Jim Young, Allen Jt:oot, Arthur 
Pe lton, Ed Johnston, Oovid Burr, George 
Ze leney, Sob Holland, Alon Gold. 
Second Row: Anne Relich, Lynne Craig, 
Corol Findlay, Donna Strokon,. Rita 
Sovchetz., Anne Gorek, Elizabeth Meon· 
well, Morlee Percevol, Dorothy Jen ich, 
Shoton Eckmier., Valerie Vienotte, 
Shonon Krokos, Pot Rymor, Mor y Gibb. 
First Row: Louro Fisher, Corol Simpson, 
:~1,t ~0;~"!~;;,~::st, l~ri:;r::0Mct~i1: 
Wendy Bordoff, Lorrie McNought. 
12C 
Third Row: Droto Chuk, Richard Fodot, 
Don Larkin,. Mike Gruiich, Bob Worthy, 
Bob Macleod, Dennis Wachno, Ernest 
Paliy. 
Second Row: Tom Halstead .. Peter Barrett, 
Elaine Lechowiu:, Groce Roberhon, 
Barb St. Louis, Joyce Purton, Gail 
Volek, Terry Young, Tony Bloke . 
Fin,t Row: Mory Motshall, Sue Merlo, 
Suxonne Cox,. Sharon Kaplan, Mr. 
O ' Brien, Evelyn Onica, Mervo·June 
Moyor•. Gloria Koval, Gra~t McPherson. 
Ab,ent: Kerry Mor,holl,. Noel Spooner. 
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l 2A's SOLEMN PROMISES FOR NEXT YEAR 
WE 1DY BORDOFF- To ignore Rick. 
RICK BOYD- To stop getting Wendy 
( and everyone else into trouble). 
DAVID BURR- Not to take the class 'by 
storm' ·when he sneezes. 
12 A 
SHARON ECKY1IER- To study more. 
CAROL FINDLAY- Her future motto 'Girls we 
love for what they arc; young men for what they 
promise to be'. 
LAURA FISHER- To learn one history re\"iew. 
BILL GALA-To keep smiling. 
JUDY GARINGER-not to reach the bottom of the 
barrel again. 
ALAN GOLD To stay awake in English. 
A>l>IE GOREK-To teach Rick how to giggle. 
BOB HOLLAND- To do his homework faithfulk 
DEAN HOLMES- Not to be embarrassed. · 
DOROTHY JE::'\'ICH-To play Or. Spock. 
ED JOHNSTON- To forget about A.L. 
SHARRON KROKOS- To gi,·e up Lofl'ie. 
CHRISTINE McCALL- To bring the right French. 
LORRIE McNAUGHT- To make the supreme 
effort to stop laughing. 
LIBBY MEANWELL-To agree with Miss H. 
BOB MEREDITH- To gi\"c up his love life. 
ERKKI PAAKKONE~- To write clearly. 
128 IN 10 YEARS 
YlIKE W.- First man to run 3 times 
12 B around park. JOE Mc- Finally conquers his cold. ART S.- Stoyshin takes over the laundn·. 
CARL B.- Makes it once around the park. ' 
PA UL S.- Still whistling like a bird. 
BOB T.-Still playing hockey in his T-shirt. 
XICK R.- "I don't take that subject''. 
BILL S.- Still hasn't handed in his uniform. 
DAVE U .- Trying a new hair cut. 
BOB S.- Still going to noon classes in Algebra. 
DAN T.- Sclling popcorn at the Tivoli. 
FRANK !.- Still biting people's shoulders. 
PAUL K.- Still doesn't give a damn. 
IAIN F.- Going steady with a certain Frank I. 
BOB G.-Doing the laughs for Soupy's show. 
DOUG '"' .- Digging ditches for daddy. 
BOB C.- Dvcs his hair black. 
RON A.- Dyes her hair red. 
CAROLE F.- Sitting on the boss' lap. 
WHAT WOlllD 12( DO IF: 
12 C PETER-Didn't think the Guidance De-partment was all wrong. TONY- facr flunked algebra. 
DRAZA- well anyways ... 
SUZAN 1E-fa·er came to school wearing Two fish. 
·RITCHIE'- Changed his mind about a teacher. 
YlIKE- Didn't have a roving eye. 
TOM- And Cordie became friends. 
SHARON- Wasn' t available, willing, A:--JD able. 
GLORI A- Ever lost her temper. 
DON- Didn't sing in Mr. Haggert's class. 
ELAINE-Didn't get accused of trying to hold hands. 
BOB M .- Wasn't afraid to ride with Mr. O'Brien. 
GRACE M.- Didn't give the Colonel an argument. 
KERRY- E,·er came to school awake OR warm. 
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ARTHUR PELTON- To fail one subject. 
~1ARLE~E PERCIVAL-To stop asking impossible 
questions. 
ANNE RELICH- To shout out loud in class. 
ALLEN ROOT- To get to school someday before 
8:59. 
PAT RYMAR- To help Lorrie stop laughing. 
RITA SA VCHETZ--To meet some college men. 
CAROL SIMPSON-To get rid of the competition 
at K.C.I. 
PETER SMITH- To speak French fluently. 
FAYE STEPHENS- To move London to Windsor. 
DONNA STROKON- ot to make any promises. 
PAT THOMPSON- To make the Olympic Swim-
ming Team. 
LYNNE CRAIG-To keep us informed on Western. 
V ALER.IE VEINOTTE-To keep her shoes on in 
Algebra. 
FRANK WALTON- To learn how to read Shakes-
pearean Plays. 
RICHARD \\'11 TERBURN - To help everyone 
pass Physics. 
PETER GIES\\'EIN- Ne,·er complains-you bet! 
JIM YOUNG- To develop a taste for Latin Authors. 
GEORGE ZELE>l"Y-~ot to go to Chicago. 
YlAR Y GIBB- To iso to her first Walkerville game. 
DOREEN \\'.- Taking over for the Bruiser. 
CAR.OLYN M.- Library teacher at Hugh Beaton. 
FRA~CES S.-Winncr of the 'I Love Me' contest. 
JOHNNY S.- King of the world. 
LE NEZ---Se"enth string defence on three string 
hockey team. 
KEN H.- Flooding the streets in winter. 
PAT Mc- Still chasing Libby. 
KILLER K.- Still can't sink foul shots. 
JOHN C.- Post-graduate course at W.C.I. 
YlAR Y M.-IDriving her brother's car. 
MARY A:\TNE-Reading stories to Mr. Bunt. 
SANDRA M.-Still hasn't stopped laughing. 
GAIL B.-Walkerville's answer to Miss Latimer. 
YlARALLYN P.- Still taking Jewish holidays. 
BARB. N.-Still afraid of Lillie. 
YlAR Y S.- Working at the Book Binding factory. 
YlERRY Mc- Doing Ipana commercials. 
WAYNE M.- Still going with Barb Moonie. 
~R. WADDELL-Teaching sign language. 
MARY- Wasn't so little, laughable, and likeable. 
SUE-Didn't get sick of hearing 'Susan answer'. 
EVELYN- Found the boy in a mauve sweater. 
ER EST- Ever turned around and socked Joyce for 
gi,·ing him wrong answers. 
JOYCE-Didn't blush when someone mentioned her 
big blue eyes. 
BARB- Really did have the manners of a canal horse. 
GAIL-Didn't fall off the stools in Physics. 
BOB W.- Wasn't called Lover Boy by Terry. 
DENNIS-Stopped haunting Kresge's. 
TERRY- Became a permanent student here. 
:;,...rOEL- Hadn't come back to Walkerville. 
:\,fERV- Lost her lo,·e for Riverside boys. 
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12E 
Third Row: Brian Wayne, Joe Doshevich, Ron 
;:r:,s~~I Kefore~~~~wip~~I An<!ir5be:::cKiCl~~k 
Kowolchuk, Bob Byrnes, Bill Stewart. 
Second Row : Paul Hommermeistet, Pot Bind· 
ner, Grant Balson, Bob Topak, Bob Pungo, 
Joe Potterson, Bill Moodrey, Jerry Gray, 
Wayne Beneteau, George VonVrouwerff, 
Ron Vorley, Gory Ferlecki, Wayne Wright, 
Gord Stewart. 
First Row: Jim McHollum, John Kelly, Ann 
Little, Nancy Motejosevic, Miss Bergoine, 
Judy Fletcher, Jeon Kolbfle;sch, Caroline 
Katzman, Mike Weeks, Doug Nixon . 
11 B 
lost Row : Oon Brown, Alan Parkins, Brian 
Hornick, Steve Kasun, Bob Dafoe, Chad 
Murray, Ivan Kernisky, Donny Duhon, 
Mickey Storuck, Vern Smith, Bill Tkach, 
Bob lvosevkh, Forbes Blyth. 
M;ddle Row: Bill Sinclair, Joe Sto,ko, Arlene 
Thurlow, Pat Drake,. Barbie Lossing, Jolyn 
Zuber, Nancy lgnosh, Dione Imrie, Mory 
Turner, Janice Cossorini, Brion Spooner, 
R;ck P;llsworlh, John Mahon. 
Front Row: Jill Merklingier, Lynde Dun, Sor· 
boro Con, Carole Stickley, Mr. Hugill, 
Donna Zojoc, Barbaro Weeks, Bonnie 
Gow, Marilyn O'Heorne. 
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Second Row: Tom Tomlinson, Bruce Clark, 
Paul Fields, Don Tupling, John Neeves, 
Leonard Chop, Paul Albop, Garry Shafer, 
Bob Chuk, David Morritt. 
First Row: Richard Kucharski, Heather Findley, 
Nancy Monks, Ellen Coppel, Mr. Burr, 
Oeanno Worby, Andrea Findley, William 
Palko, Word McDonald. 
Absent: Scott Gregory, David Pepper, John 
Torou, Cathleen Tremaine. 
11A 
Third Row: Rainer Leuteritz, John Cmor, 
Ross McKenzie, Arif Hosmoin, Zolton 
Veghelyi, Ron Reardon, Joe Stomp, Don 
Caskie, Gerold Kwopin, Roland Christen, 
Warren Ritchie, Tom Boker, Fronk Stechey, 
Jim Brien, Franklin Hough, John McGee, 
David Lawson. 
Second Row: Nada Yomich, Cathie Lovisot, 
Gayle Jewhurst, Inge Graef, Ellen Easton, 
Sue Scott, Dione Wa lker, Alison Pork, 
Carol Hedgewick, Lynda Vanstone, Heather 
Broadwell, Lynda George, Barb Keith, 
Morg;e McPhoil. 
First Row: Carol Tompkins, Gwen Jenkins, 
Martha Greenhow, Janet Fisher, Mrs. 
Mcleod, Sonia Mokorevich, Janice Wilkins, 
Ellen Moy, Lynda Bowser. 
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l 2D CLASS NEWS 
ELLEN COPPELL-Wonder if I ' ll get a 
12 D letter. ANDREA FINLEY - Who stole my M&M's. 
HEATHER FINLEY- Did you do your Botany 
assignment Nancy? 
NANCY MO:\TKS- Can you get the car to-night 
Pete? 
DEANNA \\'OR.LEY- I am not a flirt. 
CATHY TREMAINE- Andy is not in the Navy-
now stop it. 
DAVE MERRIT- Well now, let's sec. 
THE AMBITIONS OF 12E 
BRIAN WAYNE- Get out of jail. 
12 E JOHN KELLY - To cause as much trouble as possible between Mr. Bindner and his girl. 
PAT BINDNER- To break Mr. Kelly's neck. 
RON WEST- To drive Mr. Hitchcock insane. 
\YA YNE BENETEA U....:._ To marry a rich girl so that 
he won't have to earn a livi-11g. 
JEAN KALBFLEISCH- To become Mrs. Anybody 
as soon as possible. 
ANN LITTLE-Censored. 
CORDIE STEWART- To teach little rasputniks 
their ABC's. 
MIKE WEEKS- To teach Cordie his ABC's. 
BILL STE\<\'ART- He doesn't know either. 
BOB TAPAK- To get 23 hours of sleep a day. 
RON VARLEY- To found Varley's School for pre-
vention of crime. 
ANGAN McKINNON - To mary Little Orphan 
Annie. 
KEN HEDGE\<\' ICK- To run out of gas so that he 
can come to Math. 
11 A CLASS NEWS 
PET PEEVE, APPEARANCE or WEAKNESS 
JIM B.- He's clean anyways (App. ) 
TOM B.- Clowns (P.P. ) 11 A GARY G.- Worldly (App. ) HEATHER- Snoopy (Weak. ) 
JOH N C.- Ooh-la-lah (App. ) 
DONALD C.- Bald Iggle (App. ) 
ELLE r E.- Short boys (Weak. ) 
GWEN- Boys (P.P. or Weak. ) 
GAYLE-Jewellery (Weak.) 
JANET F.- John P. (P.P.?) 
MARTHA- Burlesk Queen (App. ) 
LI1 DA G.- Budding Beauty (App. ) 
ALISON- Boys who don't think she's irresistible 
(P.P. ) 
INGE-Short football stars- 2 in particular (Weak.) 
CAROL ANN- Bottled sunshine (App.) 
ARIF- Female chess plays (Weak.) 
ROLAND- Laughing Boy (App. ) 
FRANKLIN- Knowledgeable (App. ) 
SUE--A certain quarter (Weak.) 
WARREN- Mr. Hitchcock (Weak.) 
... 
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TOM TOMLISON- Hey, wanna buy a ticket? 
WARD McDONALD- I didn't say a thing. 
WILLY PALKO- Don' t fight it, chick. 
BRUCE CLARK- Ringer Doing. 
SCOTT GREGORY- Gee, I'm tired. 
LEONARD CHOP- Oh, these Monday mornings. 
GARY SCHAFFER- But Miss Latimer, that's ex-
actly what I said. 
DA YID PEPPER- Strictly Chinese artist-
001 T.- The way I took it-
PA UL FIELDS- But I have a spare that period. 
RICHARD KUCHARSKI- Is she short? 
GRAKT BARLD01 - To loosen his 'meglity claw-
hold' . 
DOUG NIXON-0 to 60 in 10 seconds. 
PAUL CORBETT- To convince anyone that he is 
the great Chemist he says he is. 
BOB BURNS-How should he know. 
GEORGE VANVROUWERFF-'What, me worry?' 
JIM McCALLUM- To trade his Dodge clunker for 
a Ford. 
MARVIN TOMIN- To pay back the marks he 
owes Miss Bergoine. 
PAUL HAMMERMEISTER- To put air in tennis 
balls. 
CAROLINE KATZMAN- To do a little bit better 
on her compositions. 
JOE PATTERSON- To become owner of a red 
Parsch R.S.A. 
JOE DASCHOVITCH- To learn at least SOME 
Algebra. 
JUDY FLETCHER- To become Mrs .... 
GARY FERLECKI- To pass French once in a 
while. 
RONNIE-Girls who think he's irresistible (Weak.) 
JOH1 McG.- Chuckles (App.) 
CATHY- Too good to be true (App.) 
RAI ER- Sleex- the girdle that slims and trims 
you (Weak. ) 
GERRY- Fickle (3)-(P.P. or Weak. ) 
BARB K.- Tech (Weak.) 
MARGIE-1.lB boys (Weak. ) 
SONIE-Cutie (App. ) 
NADA- Latin classes (Weak.) 
LYNDA B.- Quiet (App. ) 
LYNDA V.-Smilcy (App. ) 
ELLEJ M.- A certain Herman Husky (Weak. ) 
ROSS M.- Crisco (App. ) 
DIANE- World Travellers (Weak.) 
JANICE W.- Sweet 'n Lovable (App.) 
CAROL T.- Clothes (Weak. ) 
ZOLTAN V.- Soccer (Weak.) 
D.'\ VE L.- Bridge (Weak.) 
FRA. K S.- Love those girls (App.) 
JOE S.- Strong;, silent type? (App. ) 
MRS. ::-.kLEOD- Surprise tests (Weak. ) 
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Third Row: Jim McTavish, Mork Moncur, 
John Ovne1h, Ken Robertson, Gordon 
Mcloughlin, Al Brody, Ion Jenkins, John 
Flojnik, Bob Sneddon, Eugene Kovacs, Al 
Clarke, Paul Coste, Tim Grieves, Charles 
Doherty, Dove Armstrong, Guilio Rossi. 
Second Row : Dove long, Robert Snayko, Bev 
~i~·L~'rs~~:b fo;;!ho~~,t~~~ot;6jio" ~~!?!~~: 
Val Wolloce, Carolyn Wuks, Rose Anno 
Major, Bruce Edwards, Richard Harrop. 
First Row: Louise Cybock, Mory Skidmore, 
Annie Hill, Penny Katzman, Mr. Sinclair, 
Lynda Womack, Helene laurin, Lynne 
Mickle, Cathy MacDonald. 
Absent: Morie Baillie, Robert Chicilo, Ivon 
Soroka. 
10A 
Third Row, Allon Chapmon, Richard Bloke, 
Bryan Keen, Siloos Vacrotsia, Robert Sweet-
hort, David Kersey, George Kidd, Richard 
Turski, Tim Laird, John Hoines, Dove 
Goodbrond, Sud Piercell. 
Second Row, Brion McCabe, Willy Mlocok, 
Joe Robich, Juanita Fairhurst, Joan Howi• 
son, Helen Macko, Sharon Meloche, Koren 
Monks, David Service, George Plantus, 
Richard Liddell. 
first Row: Gloria Gural, Bev T ovell, Bonnie 
Storey, Gayle Lounsbury, Mr. Mcleod, 
Marianne Wales, Lynne Terry, Penny Wal-
ton, Marlene Wowchuk. 
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11 C 
Third Row: Norman Jacques, Don Gordner, 
Norm Milne, Dove Mephom, Bob McMillan, 
Gordon Zavitz, Norman lomen, Lorry 
Christie, John Perkins. 
Second Row: Wayne Henderson, Gary Dow• 
dell, Louise Gaskin, Lindo Cracknell, Anne 
Lormour, Kathy Dool, Helen Janik, John 
Palko, Bob Truscott, Bob Seo::,orn. 
first Row : Camillo Brush, Down Corter, Carol 
Charron, Dorothy Pouget, Mr. Hitchcock, 
Cynthia Popp, Mory Tiers, Marilyn lodge, 
Mory Sneddon . 
Absent, Gory Abbey, Roy Andrichuk, Lloyd 
Gilbert, Kurt liezmon, Adam Moryanovich, 
Kathy McCollum, Beth Neely. 
11 E 
Third Row: John Hackson, Ron David, Bill 
Onslow, Ron Apedaile, Gory Longley, 
Wayne Whitefield, Bill Horris, Ken Rusling, 
Ted Schroeder, John Zdrohol, Bill Nicholl, 
Mike longmoore, Steve Sochevichik, Gory 
Waterman, Kay Harrop. 
Second Row: Fronk Bellovy, Jim Pickard, 
Mike McKillop, Sondra McMahon, Carolyn 
Rudok, Helen Popovich, Sharon Sanderson, 
Ruth Kimmerly, Marilyn Jennings, Beth 
Leacock, Gunter Hommermeister, Earl 
Dafoe, Gordon Con, George Vosich. 
First Row: Gloria Urban, Jackie Boychuk, 
Sondra Lawson, Pot Barnes, Miss Latimer, 
Donna Stornichuk, Carol Defoe, Arlen e 
Riddell, Morie Jeanne Perrault. 
Absent, Ken Dickie, Ken Shand. 
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WOULD 11 B BE THE SAME IF: 
:\lANCY IG~ASH- \Vasn' t going steady 
11 B with Lucky? KATHRYN WAGNER- Had passed 
French? 
BARBARA CARR- Were 5'11" 
ARLENE THURLOW - Didn' t have Bedroom 
eyes? 
JILL MERKLI:\lGER- Didn' t use "Midnight in 
Puce" perfume? 
PAT DRAKE- Could type? 
JOLYN ZUBER- Liked cruising down Highway 
401 at 90 m.p.h.? 
BARB WEEKS Had a portable mailbox? 
CAROLE STICKLEY- Didn't ha"e a mad crush 
on Assumption? 
BARB LOSSI TG- Ran out of fingers for Man··s 
rings? 
LIZABETH TURNER- Liked and used her real 
name? 
MARILYN O'HEARNE--Wore underwear to 
church? 
BON1 IE GOW- Ever threw away old letters. 
JANICE COSSARINI- Didn't like SHY boys?-
(B.B. S.C. ) 
DIANE IMRIE--Didn' t panic at everything. 
LYNDA DURR- Didn't ha\'e a skating party? 
(F.H. S.B. ) 
PET PEEVES (P.P.) AND FAVOURITE 
SAYINGS (F.S.) OF llC 
GARY ABBEY-(P.P. ) A certain girl in 
11 C Grade I O commercial. ROY ANDRICHUK-(F.S. ) ' ·Some-
body!" lend me your book. 
CAMILLA BRUSH-(P.P.) Being called 
"BUBBLES" 
DAWN CARTER-(P.P.) Teachers that tell her to 
speak up. 
CAROL CHAR.RON-(F.S. ) Yah, eh!- Oh, eh! 
LARRY CHRISTIE-(IP. P.) A certain little History 
teacher. 
LINDA CRACKNELL-(F.S. ) Men!!! I hate 'em! 
KATHY DOO I.r-(F.S. ) " I wasn' t jibber jabbering. 
GARY DOWDELI.r-(P.P. ) Being called "Doddle" . 
DON GARDNER-(P.P.) Being paired off. 
LOUISE GASKIN-(F.S. ) "Guess what, gang? I 
came to school today." 
LLOYD GILBERT-(P.P. ) Girls!!! 
WAYNE HENDERSOi -(F.S. ) "I t wasn't me, sir." 
:\IORMAi JACQUES-(F.S. ) "I finally got my 
license." 
HELEN JA IK-(F.S. ) "Hey, Kathy, I saw him." 
EDDIE KUNTZ-(F.S. ) "Well, I should get '·E" 
for effort." 
ANNE LARMOUR-(F.S. ) '·I know the answer." 
KURT LIEGMAN-(P.P. ) Coming to school. 
CLASS NEWS FOR BOYS - 11 D 
WILL THE DAY EVER COME WHEN: 
11 D 
DAVE ARMSTRONG - Likes Bubble 
skirts. 
ROBERT CHICILO- Doesn't run, run, 
run, etc. 
E1:JGENE KOVACS- Comes to school for four days 
ma row. 
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RICKY PILLSWOR.TH- Could spell? 
JOHN MAHON- Didn't have his own pool table? 
BILL SINCLAIR- Wasn't so noisy? 
MICKEY ST ARUCK - Sat somewhere else in 
Math? 
STEVE KASU1 - Wasn't in the Pipe Band? 
BRIAN HOR.NICK- Would refrain from making 
numerous mistakes in English? · 
CHAD MURR.A Y- Didn't sound just like he looks? 
IVAN KER !SKY- Could ever forget his true Joye 
- CA RS. 
130B IVOSEVICH- Wasn't just one big grin? 
FORBES BLYTH- Wasn't in lo\·e with "that cool 
tree" ? 
BILL \'\'HIGHAM- Could ever shut up? 
ALAN PARKINS- Didn't read everything. 
DANNY D,UHAN- Didn't a lways want someone's 
autograph? 
DON BROWN- Did A~Y homework? 
VERN SMITH- Wasn't so friendly? 
JOE STASKO- Didn't ha\'e Brian Spooner blocking 
his view in Latin ? 
BOB DAFOE-Didn't lend people money. 
BRIAN SPOONER- Didn't like a certain- ? 
BILL TKACH- Wasn' t the topic of conversation at 
hen parties? 
MR. HUGILL- Believed in the orchestra. 
We didn't have Zsa Zsa (DONNA ZAJAC) . 
MARILY T LODGE-(F.S. ) ''OH GARGLE!" 
Al\'N MAKOVNIK-(P.P. ) Being told she's not in 
llC. 
ADAM MARYANOVICH-(F.S. ) "She doesn't 
like me anymore." 
KATHY McCALLUM - (P.P.) llC's hair-styler, 
Eddie. 
BOB McMILLAN-(F.S.) "Like that shirt, eh 
Mary." 
DAVE MEPHAM-(F.S. ) "Perkins isn't here, sir." 
;f0RMAN MILNE-(F.S. ) "I like me! Who do 
you like?" 
BETH NEELY-(P.P. ) Tall Girls! 
JOHJ PALKO-(P.P. ) Boring Latin classes. 
CY1 THIA POPP-(P.P. ) Noon classes with Col. 
DOROTHY POUGET-(P.P.) Being the smallest 
girl in the class. 
BOB SEABORN-(P.P. ) llC's PET PEEVE. 
MARY SNEDDON-(F.S. ) ''I tell my Mom every-
thing you say!" 
MARY T IERS-(F.S. ) "I can' t believe they've 
gone." 
BOB TRUSCOTT-(P.P.) A certain cheerleader. 
NORMAN TOMEN-(P.P. ) Censored! 
GORD ZAVITZ-( P.P. ) People ,,-ho scribble on his 
books! 
MR. HITCHCOCK-( P.P. ) Getting the attendance 
done on time? 
CHARLES DOHERTY- Stops punching out h-an 
S. 
AL CLARKE- Gets to see Mr. H. in a kilt. 
PAUL COSTE- Gets the moner that Mark owes 
him. 




Third Row: Mike Nenodovich, Ernie Clefton, 
Morris Shulman, Jim Storr, Craig Hall, Jim 
Gray, David Hnatiuk, Taros Senchuk, Jock 
Rodger, Gerry Fedchun, Barrie Marks, 
Roland Bai ley. 
Second Row: John Springer, Joan Ramin, 
Sarah Finch, Bonnie Hazen, Marlene Jockiw, 
Andrea leach, Sondra Knight, Susan Cole, 
Susan Greenhaw, Valerie Jackson, J erry 
Makohon. 
First Row: Sharon Cooke, Jackie Tizzord, Jo· 
Ann Knight, Diane Coombs, Mr. Bunt, Ruth 
fonson, Cathy Mohoits, Margaret Fletcher, 
Sharon Girling. 
lOE 
Second Row: Ronald Bailey, Hugh Anderson, 
Arnold Goldman, Jon Hyslop, Doug Kehoe, 
Ross Abbey, Gordon Wonsch, John Stevens, 
Gory Foirthorne, Ken Lowry, Mitchell 
Malec, John McCall . 
First Row: Gordon Leishman, Nojma Hosnoin, 
Alison Sprague, Pam Spence, Mrs. Wad-
del I, Mariano Monette, Koren Bednarski, 
Jeon Derbyshire, Muriel Fortier'. 
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Third Row: Art Zalev, Bob Atkinson, Ian 
Grant, Lourie Levine, Lindo Flohr, Jeanne 
Thompson, Jone McRobb, Sondra Pupulin, 
" Chucky" Meanwell, Richard Ellis, John 
Pelton. 
Second Row: Lynne Glendon, Susan Parr, 
Joyce Posk, Arlene Hutton, Fron Jenich, 
Rose-meri Lechowicz, Donna Fenton, Ann 
Topping, Nadene White, Foye Urban, Marg 
Wishart, Mory McGr•gor. 
first Row: Linda Rider, Linda Reid, Shirley 
Wilson, Lindo Boyle, Mrs. Lawson, Susan 
Rosenberger, Cathy Obradovich, Susan 
Rossi, Mory-Anne Monck. 
10D 
Third Row: Tim Lamberton, Ion Hooley, Bill 
Miller, Thomas Jomes, J im Lynd, Ron 
Klink, Fronk Gabriel, Jim Macdonald, David 
Holden. 
Second Row: John Stein, Eric Kehl, Ken 
Etcher, Wolter Johnson,. Bob Anderson, 
Charles Fellows, Fred Gutekunst, Taros 
Toroshenko, Richard Campbel l. 
First Row: Lynn Woods, Joyce Parent, Cother• 
ine Alexander, Mrs. Clouse, Maureen Des-
lippe, Lynn Meretsky, Lynne Cope, Prudy 
Litster. 
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BRUCE EDWARDS-Doesn't make faces in class. 
RICHARD HARROP-Gets his hair cut again. 
IVAN SOROKA- Can be taken down in Murder 
Ball by one man. 
GORDON McLAUGHLIN-Stops playing the role. 
~IARK MONCUR- Likes hitch-hiking. 
BOlB SNEDDON-Doesn't get knocked for hockey. 
AL BRADY-Gets a good report card 
TJ\I GRIEVES-Doesn't say "aw Fish." 
11 D CLASS NEWS 
WILL THE DAY EVER COME WHEN: 
11 D 
class? 
MARIE BAILLIE-Doesn't know French. 
BEV. BRAZEAU- Doesn't have Roy and 
his motorcycle to talk about in gym 
LOUISE CYBACK- Isn't so quiet and innocent? 
CAROL ELLIGSO r-Can stop wondering who will 
be the victim of her "tough mark"! 
ANNE HILL---Gcts asked out by Bob Tapak? 
JULIA JACKSO>!"- Hooks Charlie? 
11 E 
AMBITIONS OF 11 E 
BILL HARRIS- To open an assassination 
service for desperate students. 
BILL O TSLOW- To become a desperate 
student in History. 
JOHN HACKSON- 11 E's marathon writer. 
RON APEDAILE- To become proconsul of Florida. 
JACK1E BOYCHUK-To change her name. 
SANDRA LA\VSO I-To become MAD cover girl. 
STEVE SACHEVICHICH-To leave \Valkerville. 
GEORGE VASICH- To become "Little Caesar". 
FR.A TK BELLAVY- To become Ralph Bellamy 
"Man against Homework". 
, GUNTER HAMMER.MEISTER- roted spy. 
JOHN ZDRAHAL- To flunk four subjects. 
PAT BAR1 ES- Physics! What's that? 
EARL DAFOE- To join Maurice Richard. 
KEN SHAND-To marry Miss Universe. 
BILL NICHOLL---World's only nickel pincher. 
CAROLYN RUDAK-1 lE's cover girl on Laugh. 
KEN RUSLI. G- To become as great as he sa)'S. 
GORDON CASS-To become another star. 
KAY HAR.RAP- What? Mc Worry? ... Ha! 
RON DA YID- Hopes he doesn't get Room 30 l for 
home room next year. 
CAROL DEFOE- To become a star basketball 
player. 
WHAT WOULD IT BE LIKE IN 10A IF: 
10 A 
BEV TOVELL- Stopped talking in 
Social Studies. 
PENNY WAL TO T-Ever sneezed!! 
KAREN MONKS- Wouldn't excuse Mr. McLeod. 
NI TA FAIRHURST-Couldn't fake a cough. 
BONNIE STOREY-Didn't pass notes to Sherry. 
SHERRY MELOCHE- Had all her books. 
MARLENE WOWCHUCK-Didn't know anything 
about football. 
GLORIA GURAL- Cut her hair. 
HELEN MACKO- Didn't laugh when she answers. 
MARIA1 1 E WALES- Had her own books. 
.JOAN HO\VISON- Could find her stool in Science. 
LYNN TERRY- Didn't talk so much. 
JOHN HAINES- Spoke up boisterously. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
IAN J E TKINS-Goes back to South Africa. 
DAVE LONG- Gets a decent pair of gym shorts. 
BOB SNA YKO- Loses a few pounds on h is derriere. 
KEN ROBERTSON- Is liked by Miss B. 
GUILIO ROSSI-Stops making time with Mary S. 
JOHN FLAJ>l"IK-Doesn't carry a bird's nest on his 
head. 
JIM McTAVISH- Doesn't use Brylcreem. 
PENNY KATZMAN-Fails her English? 
NANCY LARSEN-Stops being jealous of that-
HELENE LAURIN- Can't answer Mr. Hitchcock. 
CATHY MacD01 ALO-Doesn't have those claws? 
ROSE ANNE MAJOR- Finds a suitable hair style? 
BARB MARSHALL---Doesn't say "panic much"? 
LYN r MUKLE-Can't be heard in class? 
MARY SKIDMORE-Hates Jim C.? 
VALERIE WALLACE-Gets last year's flame-J.C. 
LYNDA WOMACK- Stops telling Ivan to shut up? 
JOYCE CARTER- Doesn't get two letters a week. 
KEN DICKIE- To become the third Wright brother 
MARIE JEANNE PERRAULT-llE's only well-
behaved student. 
RUTH KIMMER.LY- To break the park lights. 
GARY LANGLEY-To play Hercules for M.G.M. 
MARILYN JE 1NIKGS- To get out of being Mr. 
Hitchcock's test-tube. 
DONNA STARNICHUK-To leave \Valkerville. 
JIM PICKARD-To date Miss Skelly. 
TED SCHROEDER-To be runner-up to Jim. 
SHARON SANDERSON- To move Queen's U. 
GLOR.IA URBAN- To play Jane in Tarzan. 
GARY WATERMA T-Girls? Never heard of them. 
HELEN POPOVICH-To explain to Gary what 
women are. 
ARLENE RIDDELL-To pose for Candid Camera. 
SANDY McMAHON-To speak Louder. 
MICHAEL McKILLOP- To be kno\\'n as 'dictator'. 
MIKE LONGMOORE- To arri\'e at History early. 
WAYNE WHITFIELD- To get even with Shand. 
BETH LEACOCK-To give history back to the 
Romans ... and run! 
MISS LATIMER-To get an electric cow milker. 
- HAPPY HOLIDAYS 1 lE 
SILAS V ACRA TSIS- Could play the violin. 
RICHARD BLAKE-Wrote out his scales. 
JOE ROBICH- Lost his voice. 
GEORGE PLANTUS-(Planet)-Went into orbit. 
DAVE GOOD BR.AND- Didn't know his French. 
RICHARD LIDDELL- Failed Social. 
BRIAN McCABE-Smiled. 
DAVID KERSEY- Didn't talk so much (Ha, Ha) . 
GEORGE KIDD-Did his corrections. 
BR.YON KEEN- Wasn't all muscle. 
BUD PIER.CELL-Was 6 feet tall. 
ALAN' CHAPMAN- Hit a high "C". 
WILLY MLACK- Didn't have his curly locks. 
TIM LAIRD-Arrived to school before the bell . 
RICHARD TURSKI- Didn't chase John. 
DAVID SERVICE-Didn't have his famous hair. 
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C-lOA 
Third Row: Louise Momo, Georgina Revoit, 
Barbara Monette, Joyce Tessier, Jacqueline 
Laliberte, Erica Foust, Lynda Bunt, Louise 
Clark, Joyce Burk, Barbara Worthy, Lois 
Moc Donald, Betty Howkins, Marlene 
Stammler, Solly Johnson. 
Second Row: Lila McKinnon, Pamela Jackson, 
Dione McShone, Silvano Cherubin, Annette 
Gural, Barbara Horris, Marylin De Mortin, 
Janis Gordon, Margaret Kirby, Marlene 
Sandison, June Hill, Elaine Burdon, Pot 
Cracknell, Patricio Jackson. 
Front Row: Margaret Fronce, Joan Derby• 
shire, Joan Toschuk, Judy David, Mr. 
Saffron, Carole Kupka, Ann Seider, Pot 
Simard, Patricio Nolan. 
9A 
Third Row: Robert Messer, Robert Bennett, 
Robert Gouthier, John Gouthier, Doug 
Stewart, Keith Ferguson, Arunos Jonusko, 
Edward Burton, Jim Costescu, Ron Onuch, 
Barry Stevenson, Roger Addison, Michael 
Botsford, Terry Tonner. 
Second Row: Bonnie Todd, Cherryl Meyrick, 
Barbaro Morris, Dione Monaghan, Bette 
Huckle, Maril Wiseman, Diane Coffield, 
Janet Borrowmon, Mory Koteles, Beth 
Sneddon, Pauline Ivanoff. 
First Row: Carol Roberhon, Donna Eastman, 
Jennifer leBoeuf, Terry Hall, Miu Logan, 




Bock Row: Terry Edwards, Allon Taylor, 
Michael West, Jim Blok, Mortin Boker, Jim 
Codeau, Ken Higginbottom, Bill Bisson, 
Don Routliffe, Lloyd Grohome, Peter Kelly. 
Centre Row: Robbie Radigan, Ken Ducharme, 
Dennis Boughton, Dick VonVrouwerff, 
Connie Mangos, Joan Keane, Marilyn Mitch-
ell, Carolyn Moore, Sharon Mortin, Sondra 
Lapointe, Ron Shulgon, John Adams, Bob 
Radovich. 
First Row: Helen Vossos, Gino Mckinnon, 
Pauline Pivorci, Cathie Coste, Min Skelly, 
Lois Byrne, Dione Cole, Annelise Eliosen, 
Sherry Bondy. 
Absent: Roy Chodzinski. 
C-10B 
Third Row: George Abroy, Lynn Lockner, 
Ken Wilton, George Hearn, Jerry Bib, David 
Farrell, Mike Nowitsky, David Girard. 
Second Row: Mr. Marchini, Barry Lennon, 
lorr'y Tyson, Richotd Hamlin, Fred Crew, 
Robert Taylor, Bill Balkwi ll, Jim Brown, 
Terry Oltean. 
First Row: Bill Lapointe, John Marshall, John 
Hills, lynden Hodges, Ron Laymon, Roger 
Portt, Ronald Kneole, John Collins, Morris 
Hoos. 
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108 FAVOURITE PASTIMES 
lo B FA YE L'RBAN Basketball practice . . . .\'ADE:\'E \\'HITE Garter clepto. SHIRLEY WILSON- Whispering. 
:'.\1ARG \\'ISHART Getting perfect tl·st papers. 
JOH:\' PELTO:\' Pounding the i,·ories. 
. \RTHUR ZALEV \\'riting minutes for Einstein. 
SVSAN ROSENBERGER \\'c'd rathn not say. 
SA:\'DRA PCPCLJ:\'- Getting in just anytime. 
JA.\'E McROBB- Babbling constantly. 
LINDA RIDER- Blushing about her nice legs. 
SUSAN ROSSI- Complaining because of 99% . 
JF..\ '.: THOMPSO.\' ~faking up geomrtry. 
. \:\'.\' TOPPI:\'G Telling pt·ople she doesn't like 
anyone. 
CATHY OBRADOVICH Getting some sleep. 
Ll.\'DA REID- Being her naturally S\H't' l self. 
WHAT WOULD l OC BE LIKE IF: 
IOC wasn't a mixed-up class? 
ERSEST ··.\LFRED E." CLIFTO:\'-
\\·asn·t called Henderson? 
GERRY FEDCHUN- \\'as an athlete. 
10 C 
SCSA~ COLE-Stopped talkin1.1, about reducing? 
JIM GRAY Got a IOO<'c in French? 
RCTH FA:\'SO.\' Had newr met Alfit•? 
JERRY MAKOHO -Got a haircut. 
ANDREA LEECH Wasn't Col. O'Brien's pet? 
J .\CK RODGER Didn"t know ··no" grammar? 
JO A~NE K.\'IGHT- Beat her sister's marks. 
MIKE NENADAVICH- Had ne\'er liked J. R.? 
.JOAN RAMIN- Wore a skirt below tl1<' knees? 
DAVID H.\'ATICK- Csed proper language. 
B.\RRIE :'.\[ARKS \\'asn·t a brownie in English? 
SA.\'DRA SCOTT Attended school regularly? 
JIM STARR- Wasn't an "I like me" type. 
10 D 
WHAT WOULD l OD BE LIKE IF: 
CATH IE Didn't make time with D.B. 
BOB A. Didn't blush all the time. 
L Y:\'.\'E C.- Ran out of excuses! 
DICK C. Didn't put a red d)'e in his hair. 
:'.\1Al:REE.\' D.- Could last through science class. 
KE.\' E. If e,·eryone got mark<, like Kt•n. 
CHARLES F.- Didn't like "L. \\._., 
FRANK G. Liked "Mr. Sparling."' 
FRED G. Had his hair done. 
I )AVID Jr. Quit smoking and grew! 
[A:\' H. \\'asn·t a blonde bombshell. 
TOM J. If someone knew something about him. 
\\'.\LTER J.- Smiled! 
10 E 
WHAT WOULD l OE BE LIKE IF: 
MIKE M. Wasn' t a teacher's pet? 
ROLA~D B.- \\'asn·t the hidden brain. 
:'.\1CRIEL F.- Didn't keep the class a,·er-
age balanced? 
DOUG K.- Didn"t speak Chinese? 
KARE~ B. \\"asn·t <;<> friendly? 
JEAX D. \\"asn·t so shy in cla'.~s? 
ARNOLD G.- Acted what he looked like? 
YIITCHELL M.- Didn't fight with Sharon? 
PAM S. Took an interest in boys? 
ROSS A.- Fell in lo,e ( with a !{irl ) ? 
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CHARLES ~1E.\:,..;\\ ELL Helpin~ teach science . 
MARY-.\:,..;NE MONCK- Trapping bears for hats. 
ROSE-MERI LECJIOWICZ Writing notes. 
JOYCE PASK- Tra,elling with her suitcase. 
LACRIE LEVIXE Calling people "chubby" . 
L\N GR.AXT-Flirting with Laurie. 
ARLENE HUTTON- Looking innocent. 
FRA:'.\1 JE:'.\TICH Trring to concentrate on Math. 
SCS.\S PARR-Giggling. 
MARY McGREGOR- Passing coloured jelly beans. 
BOB ATKINSO Being smooth and sh)'. 
LINDA BOYLE- Smilin~ Swt•etly . 
RICHARD ELLIS Onh· his hairdresser knows. 
DO.\'N.\ FENTO~ Thinking of a certain J. R. 
LINDA FLOHR Asking if she can move closer. 
LYNNE GLEXDON- Planning her parties. 
DIA:'.\1:'.\TE COMBS Didn't pass Jong ... notes. 
:'.\10RR1S SHCL:'.\-1A.""- Ne,·er told jokes? 
SA:,..;DRA KXIGHT topped flirting with J. G.? 
.JOHN SPRINGER Quit talking about Winnipeg? 
S.\RAH FINCH- Left older boys alone? 
T .\RAS SENCHCK \\'asn't so quiet and calm. 
CRAIG H.\LL-Stopped asking stupid questions? 
MARGIE FLETCH ER- Didn't do homework at 
noon? 
ROLA.\'D BAILEY- Didn't "Huh? Uh". 
SHARRO.\' COOK Didn't always pay attention? 
SHARRON GIRLli G- \\'asn't in the Orchestra? 
SUSi\1 GREENHOW- Said something to someone 
80:\'.'.'J'JE HAZEN Spoke a little louder? 
.JACKIE TIZZARD- \\'as six feet tall. 
VALARIE JACKSO:\'-Didn't have a bright smile? 
MARLENE JACKIEW- Was 4'5" with short hair? 
CATHERINE ~1AHAITS- Talked during class? 
ERIC K. \\'asn' t the "Lonely Blue Boy." 
RO.\' K. Didn't read jokes in ~cience class. 
TI~I L. Quit w·inking at the girls. 
PRCDIE L.- \\'asn't the class flirt. 
.J JM L. Didn't go around with "J. L." 
LY.\':\' :'.\1.- Didn"t get called "Toots'' by the kids. 
BILL :'.\L Didn't get called "Chester." 
.JOYCE P. Didn't idolize a certain Grade 13 bo). 
JOHN S. \\'as an> taller. 
TAR.\S T. Didn't comb his curly locks. 
LYXX \\'. Didn't like a '"Herman" bo,. 
~fRS. CLOCSE \\'asn't the greatest. ' 
:'.\L\RLA:\'.\ :'.\L- Didn"t ha, e that cute little smile? 
JOH Mc- INDESCRIBABLE!!? 
GORDON \\'.- \\'asn't the champion hoola hooper? 
KE.\' L. Didn't ha,c connections at the Gaiety? 
AL ISO:\' S.- Evcr wore strai~ht skirts ... \\'ow!? 
JOH.\' "Q BALL" S.- Put the juice on the ball. 
.\l.\JMA JI.- Had short blonde hair? 
GARY F. \\'asn't an angel? 
JOH:\' H. \\'ould make up his mind whom he liked? 
GORDON L.-Was 6 ft. 6 ins. and 195 lbs.!? 
JICGH A. Wasn't a second George Gobel? 
:\[RS. \\'ADDELL· Didn't ha,·e patience. 
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9C 
Third Row: Robert Reid, Don Wilson, John 
Mocecevic, Bill Geddu, Duncan McPhee, 
Joe Martin, Corl Brookes, Jim St. Pierre, 
Worren Wright, Bob McColl um, Poul Kelly, 
Don Kenney. 
Second Row: John Lucente, Koren Mcleod, 
Doreen Emery, Carol Ann Affleck, Sharon 
Gillespie, Elizobeth Sonkoff, Edno Mortin, 
Norma Jeon Grainger, Dolores Kurchorski, 
Margot Anderson, Jim McDonald. 
first Row: Mory Fronce, Barbaro Foreman, 
Linda Anderson, Geraldine Baillargeon, 
Mr. Kinnin, Rose Kolbol, Carol Berezowski, 
Shirley Lemmon, Barbaro Letourneau. 
Absent: John Collard, Andrew Grant, Radley 
Monson. 
9E 
Back Row: Ted Choplinski, Robert Messer, 
David Gobel, Wayne Blair, Cheryl Eckmier, 
Judy Oldenziel, Anno Moslok, Dovid Coli-
man, Don Movinic, George Oler, Gory 
McCobe, Mike Pinkney. 
Second Row: Violet Simprago, Carol Cowin, 
Svson Maughan, Linda Slobodenuk, Foye 
Appleboum, Lindo Crossley, Judy Ash, 
Trudy Tranter, Delores Doles, Joan Kirby, 
Violet Basich, Jo-Anne Zomko1owich, Sve 
Meredith, Marlene Peters. 
First Row: Maureen Forbes, Chary( Wild, 
Bonnie McMahon, Nino Magill, Mr. M. 
Young, Karen Essert, Margaret Philpot, 
Koren Mottoto ll, Loney Hatch. 
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Third Row, Robert Klinck, Dole Tickell, Wolter 
Popp, Tony Hope, Kenneth Ford, Richard 
Shonboum, Edward Dowsoyer, Allen Sny· 
der, Dennis Koroll, Jomes Obermok, Lorne 
Saunders, Jock Chicilo. 
Second Row: Sondra Brisson, Lourie Robbins, 
Shirley Swerdun, Sylvia S1eryk, Dale 
Magda, Patti Crawford, Judy Kwapin, 
Jean Footyrovech, Marjorie Benkendorf, 
Pot Donaghue, Bonnie Glassford, Sharon 
Reid, Barbaro Beckett, Elsa Stump. 
First Row: Joanne McCollum, Leena Pere, 
Gail lndieoski, Doreen MacPhoil, Mrs. 
Monger, Ally1on McCall, Georgia Hawkins, 
Cecile Coia, Joan Barrott. 
9D 
Bock Row, Bryon Heod, Roy Bentley, Oouglos 
Ferguson, Robert Luke, Beth Witlock, Char .. 
lene Kehoe, Sylvia Jenkins, Stuort Mcleod, 
Edword Zusko, Richord Finley, Bob Londry. 
Centre Row: June Anderson, Dione longly, 
Dorlene Hoywood, Judy Show, Libby 
Hovelock, Mari lyn Bradley, Brenda Buch-
ar.on, Roma Doniel, Karen Patrick, Marilyn 
Hoddod. 
Front Row: Susan McKenzie, Darlene Gardner, 
Coroline Whiteheod, Vicky Duddy, Mr. 
RvHell, Laurel Cloy, Connie Clarkson, 
Dione Kottman, Pat Bednarski. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
10 F 
ings. 
CLASS NEWS - 1 OF 
JOH~ ADA~1S Country Bo}. 
JIM BLAK- I'm just a lonely boy. 
BILL BISSON- You talk too much. 
SHERRY BO:\IDY Bobb) sox to stock-
DENNIS BOUGHTON- Picking on me. 
LOIS BYR 1E- Prt'lty blue eyes. 
MARTI. BAKES Shoppin~ around. 
JIM CADE.\u- Jimmy·s got a girl. 
KEN DUCHAR:ME Running Bear(footed) . 
DlANE COLE-DEVIL or Angel? 
RAY CHODZI:\TSKI- Boy without a girl. 
C.\ TH\' CASTE- I just wannabe teacher's pet. 
TERRY EDWARDS I 'll build a dollhouse. 
ANNELISE ELISEN Sixteen Reasons. 
LLOYD CRAHAME--\\'e did it. 
JOAX KEAXE--Dcar Joan. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO C-lOA IF: 
A:'\'XE'n'E-- Had a pon} tail to sway 
11 10 A with the wiggle she has ,, hen she walks. lr PAT S. Wasn't always saying, " Hurry 
Ann, or we'll miss him." 
SALLY Had a t,,in (exactly like herself in C-IOA. 
LOuISE C.- E,·er managed to keep a straight face. 
PAT N. Dared to wear her skirts any shorter. 
PAM- Was to suddenly find her wonder dru~ of 
growth. 
MARLENE SANDI, OX- Didn't have some ne\\5 of 
her steady to make her daily report on. 
JACKY Became an honour student. 
L Y:"i~- Didn 't ah, a)·s start couglun~ in class. 
LOUISE ~!.- Exposed her true colour of hair to us. 
BETTY Didn't do the funniest things. 
MAR.LE 1E STAMMLER Forgot to take her pill. 
CAROL- \\'asn't cra1y over a certain guy in Cll. 
JOAX- \\'asn·t always getting herself in trouble. 
ELAINE Passed her driving lessons. 
LILA- Was the quietest one in C-lOA ( Impossible!). 
DIAXE- Didn't ha,e that cute English accent. 
:\1.\RG:\RET KIRBY-\\'asn't the one who faith-
fully answers teacher's questions. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 9A IF: 
9A 
sweater? 
MISS LOGAN \\'ore heels? 
GLADYS FIDDES- Didn't fall off her 
,tool in Science? 
BOXXIE TODD Didn't \\car a bulk}· 
DIANE COFFIELD Broke up with Jimmy P.? 
.JANET HOR.ROWMAN-Didn't know everything. 
DO:\' :\T.\ EAST:\1A:\1'- Didn't go riding "ith Jack. 
DIA:\'E GRAVEL Came to school with short, 
blonde hair? 
BETTY RAJKI- Didn't tell Cherryl about C. 
TERRY HALL- Didn't pass candy around (Eng.) 
PACLI:\'E IV.\XOFF- Forgot about Kenny 0.? 
BARBARA MORRIS-Didn't think about Bruce P. 
DIANE MO:\fACIIAN- Stopped thinking of Bob. 
CORRIE :\1ILES-Told us ,1 ho that John G. wa . 
CHERRYL MEYRICK - topped talking about 
H.M.? 
MARY KOTELES Couldn't swim? 
:\1ARIL \\' ISE:\f.\:\T- Didn't fall coming to Eng. 
SHIRLEY \\'I E~fAX- Didn't go up to the board 
in French? 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
PETER KELL\' Big bo) Pete. 
SA.:\'DY LAPOINTE- Standing on the corner. 
CONNlE MAi COS- Chances are. 
SHARO:N MARTIN- She\ just a honkey tonk girl. 
GEORGI:'\IA ~cKinnon- Irrestible you. 
KEN HIGGINBOTTOM \\'ake me· when it's over. 
MARILY MITCHELL-Zing went the strings. 
CAROLYN :\100RE-No one kno"s. 
P.\CLIXE P\\'ARCI- Xobody Cares. 
ROBBIE RADICAN Let's make love. 
DO RAUTLIFFE J unior Birdsman. 
BOB RADOVICH Bobbie Ben Hur. 
ROX SHULGA~ Rebel roti er. 
MELISS.\ \\'HITEIIEAD Petite Fleur. 
MIKE WEST- Hey there ... censored! 
HELEN V ASSOS My heart has a mind of its own. 
l)JCK V.\:'\' VROU\\'ERFF- Hey Bo-bo. 
:\fARG.\RET FR.\XCE--Dccides to lea,·e :\foci. 
:\IARIL\'X \\ asn't quite so quiet. 
PAT .J. :\Ianaged to keep quiet. 
JOAN D. Wasn't quite so faithful to swimming 
classes. 
BAR.BAR.\ \\'.- Ilad a temper to match her hair. 
SILVANA Didn't happen to have extra paper. 
BARBARA H.-Wasn't so devoted to Stan F. 
JOYCE B.- E,,er failed to do her shorthand at 
lunch-hour. 
A:\'X- \\'asn't ahrn}·s getting other people into 
trouble. 
PAT C. Wasn't stuck on a certain boy named Scott. 
LOIS-\\ a n·t always loaded ... with paper. 
BARBARA M.-\\'asn't alway smiling. 
.JUNE- Was ever able to forget about boys. 
ERICA E,er failed to do her homework. 
JAI\ICE :\lade herself known to the class. 
.JGD\'- E,er said a sentence without the word Ray. 
GEORGINA-Ever parted from her friend B.M. 
JOYCE Didn't like a certain someone in C-10B. 
:\[R. , .\FFR.\X \\'asn't the greatest teacher yet!! 
JE:'\:\'IFER LE BOEvF- Didn't fall and hit her 
head when coming out of the pool? 
BETH S.:'\EDDO.\f Walked "ithout Corrie. 
CAROL ROBERT, O~- poke loudl}. 
BETTE IIGCKLE Curled her hair? 
KEITH FERGUSON- Could keep his books on his 
own d(•,k? 
,\RCX\S .f.\N'CSKA-Did what he ,,·as told. 
DOUG STE\\'ART-Did not talk to Corrie? 
BOB STE\\'.\RT Could get up without some sort 
of noi,t•? 
BOB G.\ L'THIER Didn't think about hirley L.? 
.Jl;\l COSTESCU Came to school with old jeans. 
MICHAEL BOTSFORD- Didn't have a question? 
BOB :\1ESSER Lo t his freckles? 
RO:\' OXGCH Didn't ha,c cleats on his shoes? 
BARRY STEVE>ISO:\T-Talkcd with a loud voice? 
ROGER ADDISON - Passed French? 
JOH:\' G.\L'THIER- Asked a question. 
ED BL'RT0:\'- 1 landed an assignment in on time? 
ROBERT BEX:\TETT-Had jet black hair? 
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9G 
Third Row: Joe Cipporone, Joe Fuduric, Jerry 
Sokolik, Tom Vandeliinder, Robert Mortin, 
Richard Klinck, Robert Stork, J im Onslow, 
Peter Aston. 
Second Row: Ted Tupling, Fred Veghelyi, Ron 
Wilkins, Ken Dowdell, Peter Root, Richard 
Simpson, Aldo Sfalcin, Bob Haywood, Terry 
Tonner, David Ryan, Bob Anderson. 
First Row: Carolyn Momotiuk, Mory Topliffe, 
Marianne Hort, Mr. Hagger!, Twyla Dziver, 
Bonnie fidde,, Sylvia Sharp, Sondra 
Allmon. 
91 
Third Row: Jamie Holland, Charles Clark, 
Bruce Graham, Cam Innes, John Flett, Mike 
laronde, Gary Pelkie, Tom Lynd, Scott 
Cowon. 
Second Row: John Gural. Bruce Goodbrond, 
Allan Richardson, Earl Taylor, Gerold 
Grant, John Curry, David Cox, Paul Merk~ 
I inger, Glen Gray, Bob Mencel. 
First Row: Tim Greenhow, Myrna Whiteman1 
Helen Gabriel, Janet !Hearn, Mr. Sparling, 
Corolte Christie, Celia Hallam, Carole 
Klipo, Frank Anderson. 
Absent: Carol McNaughton. 
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9F 
Third Row: Gorden Hoger, Stan Vvkonovich, 
John Niksich, Charles Silinskos, Prebon 
Anderson, James Parr, Barry Smith, Donny 
Jasin, Brian Haas, Sadiq Hosnoin, Steve 
Austrin, Eddie Gazanek. 
Second Row: Jane Lowry, Pam McForlane, 
Nata lia Batrincha, Joyce Boilkowski, Vir-
ginia Sodoitis, Soli Anolin, Kathleen 
Newington,. Mory Anne leris1 Donno 
Tweedell, Christine Needhom, Radmila 
Cigonovic, Sofie Wazinak, Pot Ducedre, 
Lindo Mayhead. 
first Row: Judy Hewlett, Ruth Delong, Judy 
Sindner', Marlene Butt, Mr. W. Young, 
Giendo Mothers, Morie McDonald, Jone 
Stuort, Pauline Slumhagel. 
Absent: Paulette Marier. 
9H 
Third Row: George Cojocor, Roger Riley, Don 
McTovish, Neil Wright, Ron Swintak, Peter 
Oanychuck, Bruce Potterson, Ed Premain, 
Bill little, !Dean Derbyshire, Charlie Larkin. 
Second Row: Bob Sounders, Paul Lvborski, 
Leo Raymond, Joseph Oandurand1 Dennis 
Nosella, Doug Ladore, Tim lutzac, Brian 
lodge, Alec Gemmel, Bvrt Poivola. 
first Row: David Hills, Annette St. Pierre, 
Diane Giles, Vicky Affleck, Mr. Orr, 
Margaret Svckou, Janis Willomot, Stuart 
Sowden, Jim Pegg. 
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A PERIOD IN ENGLISH WITH 98 
This class is composed of laughter, curiosity and 
suspense. First, it's Popp's turn, always in trouble. 
Hope, Fostorovich, Brisson, Beckett, Chicola, Hawk-
ins, Da"·ser, Ford, Kwapus (top in our class) are the 
quiet type. MacPhail, MacCall, MacCullum are what 
we call the string of Irishmen. Beckanorf came to 
school with blonde hair and the next day with black 
hair. Donaghue and Magda are always waiting for 
CAN YOU IMAGINE? - 9( 
9 C CAROL A TN AFFLECK-As Miss America (South ) ? LINDA ANDERSON-Passing Math. 
MARGOT ANDERS01 -Not talking to Norma. 
GERALDINE BAILLANGEON- Talking of Paul. 
CAROL BARIOWSKI- Having a steady boyfriend. 
CARL B.-Not being sent out of Boo Boo's class. 
JOHN CALLA RD- Not getting into mischief? 
DOREEN EMERY- Going steady with Paul? 
BARBARA F.- \Vithout her bright red lipstick? 
MARY FRANCE-Not being misty. 
BILL GEDDES-Sober on weekends? 
SHARON GILLESPIE- Not flirting with Andy. 
NORMA JEAN GRANGER- As Sparling's pet? 
ANDY GRANT- Still going hard in grade nine. 
ROSE KALBOL- On a diet? 
PACL KELLY- Dri\·ing without speeding. 
9D 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF: 
9 D JUNE ANDERSON- Wasn't shy? PAT BENARSKI- Had a high voice. MA RILY -Didn't do her Eng. in Math? 
BRE:\'D BUCHANAN- Didn't go for the big boys? 
CON:\'IE CL.\RKSON-Wore a long skirt? 
LORAL CLAY- Didn't wear Connie's clothes? 
ROMA DANIEL- Wore the same clothes twice. 
VICKI DUDDY- Didn·t fool around with the bo,·s. 
LIBBY H.- Wasn't a member of the Wooie club?. 
MARILYN HADDAD- Didn't get 99% in French? 
DARLENE H AYWOOD-Had straight hair? 
CHARLENE KEHOE-Got a high art mark? 
SYLVIA JENKINS-Was tall? 
DIA.i'\E KATZMAN- Didn't lisp? 
DIA.'\E LANGLY--Hatcd eating? 
9E 
TED CHAPIKSKI- "What did I do 
Miss Latimer?" 
DAVE GOBEL-How to be a millionaire. 9E 
SUE ~1EREDITH- Good to the very last drop. 
BOX:\'IE McMAHON- Dangerous when loose. 
CARY McCABE- First man to the moon. 
XIKA ~1AGIL- Quiet type but, watch out. 
KARE:\l M.- Here physically not mentally. 
KAREN ESSERT-Sweet and innocent. 
WA ~E BLAIR- His hair-do fascinates me. 
LIXDA CROSLEY- "Homework, ... ?'· 
VIOLET BASICH- Trying to swim without water. 
MIKE PJNKNEY- "Pint size". 
DAVID COLEMA r- All muscles, no brains. 
GEORGE ILER- Flirtation will get you nowhere. 
BOB :MESSER- Silent stalwart type. 
JOAKNE ZAM- But I haven't anything to wear. 
B L UE AND WHITE, 1961 
their boy friends to walk by. Glasford and Overmont 
are always talking-we're beginning to wonder. Shan-
baum, Saunders, Tickell. Harris, are living in a boy's 
corner with Twerdun (Shider) . Indzeoski and Szeryk 
are always saying psst. to get each other's attention. 
Klinck has more time for pool than school. Pere, 
Caza, Barrett, Reed, Robbins are a group of talkers. 
Karoll and Snyder are quiet ones. Stump is the fussy 
type. 
DO I KENNEY-Not meeting a M.F. in 9E? 
DOLORES KUCHARSKI- As a "psychiatrist'". 
SHIRLEY LEMMON- As a chair-tester? 
BARBARA LETOURNEAU- Not flirting. 
JOHN LUCENTE-Acting human for once? 
RAD MANSON- Ha\·ing his homework done? 
EDNA MARTIN-Not asking D.H. for answers. 
JOE MARTIN- Playing hockey for \V.C.I.? 
BOB McCALL UM- The boy likely to succeed. 
J IM MACDO::\IALD- As a future "educated" bum? 
KAREN McCLEOD-As Willie's pet? 
DUNCAN McPHEE-Telling of his brass knuckles. 
ELIZABETH SA. KOFF- Without make-up. 
JIM ST. PIERRE- Not calling everyone hot dog? 
ROBERT REID-As a senior basketball star? 
DON \\'ILSO:\"-Failing his exams? 
WARREN WRIGHT-Not fighting the girls off. 
PATSY McFARLANE-Came to school regularly? 
SUSA McKENZIE- Didn't wish she were in 91? 
KAREN PATRICK- Didn't like a lawyer's son. 
CAROLYN WHITEHEAD- Did a ballet dance. 
JOAN PEPPER- Liked Math? 
JUDY SHAW- Didn't have such a nice figure? 
BETH WHITLOCK-Answered a question? 
ROY BENTLEY- Got a high French mark? 
DOUG FERGUSO - Stopped pestering Roy? 
STUART McLEOD- Tried acting? 
RICHARD FINLEY- Didn't brag about his work. 
BRYA1 HEAD- Didn't ha\·e his mind on girls. 
FRED HALLAM- Didn't always go out at night? 
BOB LANDRY- Stopped trying to find out every-
body's combination? 
ED ZUAKO- Had a low quiet voice? 
JOAN KIRBY- Still figuring 2+2=4. 
SUSAN MAUGHA T- Class red head. 
CHERYL EKMIRE- How's Charlie! 
TRUDY TRA;,,rTER-\\'orries about her hair. 
CHERYL-Good things come in small packages. 
A:\"~A MASLAK- Never stops smiling. 
DELORES DALES-Giggling fanatic. 
~AUREEN FORBES- I wish I had a swing. 
FA YE APPLE BA UM- LO\·es exams (guess again ) . 
LANEY HATCH-The name is Laney. 
JUDY ALDENZIEL- Drcams of you know who. 
JUDY ASH- Redhead or blonde. 
CAROL CO\\'I:\"-How's the weather up there? 
LINDA SLOBOTENUK-R.eading the dictionary. 
:MARGARET PHILPOT- Swims like a brick. 
MARLENE PETERS-Yea Kennedy! Yea Jim! 
DON M.\ VI:\"IC- He wasn't always right? 
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WHAT WOULD 9F BE LIKE IF: 
JUDY H.- Didn't say "you naughty boy" 
9 F RUTH DeL.- Liked the skirt she made. MARLENE B.-Didn't write notes. 
GLENDA M.- Didn't talk so much. 
MARIE McD-Didn't laugh so much. 
JANE S.-Was about 5'2". 
PAULINE B.-Tried to forget "W". 
JANE L.- Wasn't "Lousy Lowry the Second" 
PAM McF.-Wasn't a good fairy. 
NATALIA B.-Wasn't called "Nata-ha-ha". 
JOYCE B.- Wasn't called "Joshawa". 
VIRGINIA $.- Didn't talk with P.M. at lunch. 
SOLI A.-Wasn't always smiling. 
KATHLEEN- Asked more questions. 
MARY ANN P.- Stopped growing. 
DONNA T.-Didn't fall down the stairs. 
CHRISTINE-Didn't say "what ja get Donna". 
9G 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF: 
9 G SANDRA A.-Didn't need a husband. BOB A.- Had his homework done. PETER A.-Was friends with Mr. A. 
JOE C.-Had an intelligent wife? 
KEN C.-Didn't need elevator shoes? 
TWYLA D.-Had a new name? 
BONNIE F.- Nevcr heard of boys. 
JOE F.-Was a nice boy? 
MARRI ANNE H.- Didn't get answers from dad. 
BOB H.- Another one of Alfred Hitchcock's ideas? 
RICHARD K.- Didn't have any brothers? 
BOB M.-Didn't like girls? 
9H 
DID YOU KNOW THAT-? 
9 B JANISSE WILLOMOT- Is conceited. VIDKY ATHLETES- Is Mike's girl. MARGARET S.- Is a typical housewife. 
AN ETTE ST. P.- Resembles a French queen. 
DIANE GILES- Is a woman, a lover, a friend. 
LEONARD R.-Got a $10 ticket for speeding. 
MIKE DEWAR-Has a real crush on Miss Logan. 
NEIL WRIGHT- Is bright. 
DAVE HILLS-Drinks a special brand of coffee. 
BURT TOIVOLA-Still plays with toys. 
BRIAN LODGE-Is a beautiful 6' tall athlete. 
CHARLIE L.- Shaves his legs. 
BILL LITTLE- Is a pickle. 
TIM LUDY AC-Is the best accordian player. 
DEAN DERBY-Is available. 
FAMOUS SAYINGS OF 91 
9 I CAROL C.-"Gather around the pack." CHARLES C.- "Hey, not bad!" SCOTT C.- "Ask me anyway, I prob-
ably know the answers". 
JOHN C.- "Wadya say?" 
HELEN G.-"I don' t know sir". 
BRUCE GOOD.-"It's nearly Friday". 
BRUCE GRA.- "Don't get tough with me kid". 
GERRY G.- "Did you know that- ?" 
GLEN G.-"He talks too much." 
TIM G.-"When I was in Africa-" 
JOHN G.- "Oh Boy, Friday night". 
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RADMILIA-We'll all miss you (no joke) . 
SOFIE W.- Wasn't talking about George. 
PAT D.-Wasn't talking about Dennis. 
LINDA M.-Wasn't called "Red". 
PAULETTE M.-Wasn't so cute. 
GORDON H.-Grew a couple of inches. 
STAN V.-Wasn't Miss Latimer's pet. 
JOHN N.-Wasn't "jolly old Niksich". 
CHARLES S.-Didn't break the chalk. 
PREBAN A.- Had a brush cut. 
JAMES P.- Stopped growing. 
BARRY S.-Had to look up once in a while. 
DANNY ].- Didn't play "Puck". 
BRIAN H.- Didn't talk with S.A. during science. 
SADIQ H.-Wasn't so quiet. 
STEVE A.-Didn't talk with B.H. during science. 
EDDIE G.- Lost his comb. 
CAROLY M.- Liked Wilt the Stilt? 
JIM 0.-Al Capone wasn't his idol? 
PETER R.- His combination was 22-11-14? 
DAVID R.- H e passed. 
ALDO S.-He had plastic surgery? 
SYLVIA S.-Went to Vic Tanny's? 
DICK S.- His brother didn't give him answers? 
BOB S.- Didn't have muscles? 
JERRY S.-Wasn't a genius? 
TERRY T.- Another Khrushchev? 
MARY T.- Hated boys? 
TED T.-Wasn't a nice guy? 
TOM V.- Didn't have a home permanent? 
FRED V.- Did like girls? 
RON W.- Didn't like M.S.? 
PETE DA TNYCHUCK- Has a big mouth. 
GORD HEARNE-Loves Annette, Janisse, Vicky. 
GEORGE C.-Is trying to Jose a few pounds. 
EDDY TREMAIN-Is a brain. 
DENNIS NOSELLA- Meta Stella at a dinnah. 
MAURICE COLODY-\Vhispers like a "brody". 
RON SWINTAC-Is a maniac. 
LEO DANDURAND- Is part Frenth, part Indian. 
STEVE BOWDEN-Once was in an eating contest. 
BOB S.-Likes fame and publicity on behalf of his 
good looks. 
ALEC GEMMEL-Is abominable. 
JIM PEGG-Has big blue eyes, blonde hair, and 
body of a dwarf. 
BRUCE P.-Can't swim, march, bowl, and play 
basketball, hockey, tennis and badminton. 
DOUG L.- Is a great ski expert. 
J I M H.-"It's all muscle". 
CAM I.-"I'm not conceited, I'm perfect". 
TOM L.- "You'll go places kid, where I don't know." 
CAROL K.- "Sir, I see a mistake on the board". 
M IKE LaR.-"Lend me your comb?" 
PAUL M.-"Stab it again, it's still moving". 
ALAN R.- " Is anyone playing basketball at lunch?" 
EARL T.-"Food? I never touch the stuff'. 
CAROL M.-"Did you see Charles today". 
BOB M.- "You oughta see it now". 
M IRNA W.- Another silent one. 
FRANK A.-"How do you do question 2". 




COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
270 Erie Street East Windsor 
CL 4-1108 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
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Openin9 more doors to opportunity 
A university education is the key that opens doors to better 
employment opportunities and the chance to build a 
successful career. 
Many students with ambition and outstanding ability are 
unable to attend university because of lack of sufficient 
funds. In 1955, the seven General Motors companies 
operating in Canada put a university education within 
reach of some of these students by setting up the General 
Motors Canadian Scholarship Programme. 
Twenty five scholarships are awarded each year and, up to 
the present, 172 students have received awards ranging in 
value to $2,000. The choice of one of 14 universities and of 
faculty rests entirely with the students and their advisers. 
An equally important part of the G M Scholarship Pro-
gramme is the allocation of funds to the universities them-
selves to help maintain and improve the quality of education. 
General Motors, through its Scholarship Programme, helps 
many deserving students develop their capabilities to the 
full-thus preparing them for the important part they will 
play in Canada's future. 
Applications for General Motors Scholarships should 
be direct~d to the Registrars of the following partici-
pating universities: The University of Toronto; the 
University of Western Ontario, London; Queen's Uni-
versity, Kingston; the University of Montreal; the Univer· 
sity of Manitoba, Winnipeg; the University of British 
Columbia, Vancouver; the University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon; the University of Alberta, Edmonton; Dal-
housie University, Halifax; the University of New Bruns-
wick, Fredericton; Laval University, Quebec City; McGill 
University, Montreal; Memorial University, St. John's, 
Newfoundland; and McMaster University, Hamilton. 
GENERAL MOTORS 
Growing with Canada 
IT WILL PAY YOU TO READ THIS BOOKLET 
Its pages show you how the B of i\[ offers the young 
banker an absorbing career full of interesting 
challenges ... a first-rate pension plan and 
many other staff benefits. 
Why not find out what it would be like to 
become a member of Canada's First Bank? ... 
Simply drop a line to the Staff Department, 
Bank of Montreal, P.O. Box 6002, Montreal, and 
ask for a copy of "Career Opportunities at 
Canada's First Bank". Or, if you prefer, call at 
your nearest B of l\I branch for a copy. 
There is no obligation, except to yourself. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Walkerville, 1799 Wyandotte St. E.: EDWARD WHITE, Manager 
Walker Road Branch: ROGER PURTON, Manager 
WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE SINCE 1817 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
IIAYOlt MICHAEL J. PATRICK 
Aldermen: 
MRS. C. H. MONTROSE 
THOMAS R. BROPHEY 
DR. ROY PERRY 
WM. C. RIGGS 
W. JOHN WHEELTON 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
OLIVER M. STONEHOUSE 
HOWARD PAILLEFER 
JOHN W. ATKINSON 
ROBT. M. FULLER 
A. H. WEEKS 
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THE EXECUTIVE OF THE 
BLUE AND WHITE THANK 11f e~ Studio 
FOR TAKING THE GRADUATION PICTURES 
AND THE ~eueU 




•• , a guaranteed way to save $100 to $1,500 
They're smart! What are you looking forward to ... college. ,, 
an extra-special vacation ... a car ... or new clothes? If you'll 
need 'money-in-the.bank', your best bet is The Bank of Nova 
Scotia's great new PSP. 
With PSP you really save- and you get a cash bonus, too. 
But PSP is more than a convenient way to save, for you get the 
added benefits of life-protection. 
Call in to The Bank of Nova Scotia for your free copy of tho 
PSP folder. If you find saving harJ, PSP is for you! 
The BANK of NOVA SCOTIA 
your partner in helping Canada grow 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
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After school 
•• have a Coke 
Ask for it either way .•• hoth 
lrade-ma.rks mean the same thing. 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Met .. opolitan General Hospital 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
The S<,hool o( Nursing, MetroPolitan General Hospital, offers 
to Qualified hiRh school graduates a three year course leading 
to eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Registration Exam-
inations. This is one o( the most pro~ressive nursing schools 
in Ontario offering the newer program of education that is 
gradually being adopted by foremost schools in the province. 
PATTERN OF COURSE 
Two years nursing education ( including education ex-
perience in both class room and hospital wards) followed 
by one year nursing internship. An allowance o( $130.00 
oer month is given in the third year. 
0 
FEATUR ES OF COURSE 
~ No tuition fee. Books suppli<!d by school. 
Residence accommodation in modern school building with 
excellent living and teaching facilities. 
Well qualified teaching stare . 
Exve,rience in all major branches of nursin~. 
OP1>0rtunity for specialized experience in th ird year in 
Oper.nting Room. Maternity, or Children's Nursing. 
See School i\nnouncemcnt re admission requirements. 
In formation may be ~ecured from : 
Director, School of Nursing 
2240 Kildare Road, Windsor 





THE GIFT HOUSE OF WII\IDSOR 
* DIAMONDS * WATCHES 
* FINE SILVER * ENGLISH CHINA DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED 
* LEATHER GOODS 




OUELLETTE AVEN UE AT PARK STREET 
CL 4-5145 
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FAMILY OF 2 WHEEL DRIVE 
and 







Incorporated by Ro,•al Charter-1841 
-1::( Faculty of Arts and Science 
i:( Faculty of Applied Science 
i:( F acuity of M edicine 
i:( Faculty of Law 
i:( School of Nursing * School of Commerce 
Combined Course in 
ARTS AND PHYSICAL AND HEAL TH EDUCATION 
Graduate Courses in 
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ARIS AND SCIENCE. APPLIED SCIE NC E AND MEDICINE 
WRITE TO THE REG ISTrtAR 
for Entrance Scholarship Bulletin 
ALMA COLLEGE 
ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO 
Residential School For Girls 
Fo11ndcd in 1876 
GRADES IX TO XIII 
INCLUSIVE 
AND 




Fine and Applied Arts 
For Information and Prospectus, Please Write 
Mrs. Steele Sifton, B.A., B.Ed. 
PRINCIPAL 
Opens S ej,tember 7, 1961 
'<Uq£ ~<thmtion J\rmll 
®race ~ospital ~d100I of ~ ursin.s 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Offers a three year course in 
Nursing Education 
Qualifying for 
Ontario Registration Examinations 
To tuition fee. Monthly stipend. 
Modern Residence Accommodation in the 
School of Nursing Building with excellent 
teaching facilities. Special affiliations. 
Applications are now being received for 
the September 1961 class. 
1 nf or mat ion may be secured from 
DIRECTOR OF NURSING 
Telephone CL 6-2361 
B L UE AND WHITE , 19 61 
Compliments of 
JOHN SMEETON LTD. 
1565 Wyandotte Street East 
DRY GOODS 
YARD GOODS IS OUR SPECIAL TY 




2494 RIVERSIDE DRIVE EAST 
BRICKS - TILES - CONCRETE 
CINDER BLOCKS - SAND AND GRAVEL 
CEMENT PIPES - PLASTER 
WATERPROOFING - INSULATION 
SEWER PIPE 
CL 2-7241 





WALTER D. KELLY 
FUNERAL HOME 
LIMITED 
1969 WYANDOTTE ST . EAST 
at Devonshire Road 
WALKER VILLE 
Dial CL 3-2333 












Washed Sand and Gravel 
Ready-Mix Concrete 
2171 OTTAWA STREET, WINDSOR 
Phone CL 4-2558 
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Everything In S J,orts 
VERN PILLSWORTH'S 
SPORTLAND 




JOHN WYETH & BROTHER 
(CANADA) LIMITED 
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO 





. 12 A 
\<\'endy B. Peter G. Elizabeth M. Carol S. 
David B. Alan G. 13ob M. Peter S. 
Lynne C. Anne G. H enry M. Faye S. 
Sharon E. Dean H. Erkki P. Donna S. 
Carol F. Dorothy J. Art P. Pat T. 
Laura F. Ed J. Marlee P. Valerie V. 
13ill G. Sharron K. Anne R. Frank W. 
J udy G. Chris McC. Allen R. Richard W. 
Mary G . Lorrie Mel . Pat R. Jim Y. 
Rita S. George Z. 




3615 WALKER ROAD 
WINDSOR - ONTARIO 
Phone YO 9-2190 
R. W. MEANWELL & CO. 
Chartered Accountants 
WINDSOR - ONTARIO 
ComjJlimen!s of 
GORDNER & PASIKOV FURS 
Com/Jliments of 
GRA Y'S STORE 
1407-17 Ottawa Street 
Clothing. Shoes. Dry Goods for the Home and Family 
AIR PORT MOTEL 
3775 Walker Road - Windsor, Ontario 
1 mi le north Hi,:,:hway 401 - \,I mile north Highway 2 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Saunders 
SHOWERS H EAT ED - YO 9-3710 
Com/Jli111ents of 
M.C.M. DAIRY BAR 




































INTER-CITY TRUCK LINES l TD. 
1877 WALKER CL 3-5286 
D. W . JOLLY COMPANY LTD. 
103 RIVERSIDE DRIVE W EST, W IN DSOR 
OFFICE MACHINES - SALES AND SERVICE 
Rentnls- All makes Standard and Portable Ty1>ewriters 
NEW MODERN OPEN YEAR ROUND 
ROBERTSON SERVICE 
BRAKE SERVICE AND LINE-UP 
PICK-UP AND DELIVER 
PHONE CL 3-5936 
1912 WYAN DOTTE STREET, WA LKERVILLE 
A. J. STEPHENS & SON 
Wilbert G. Ste1>hens 
SELECTED GOODYEAR TIRE DEALER 
Bicycles - Joycycles - Accessories - Sporting Goods 
and Tire and Bicycle Repairing 
>~·---------------------1---------------~ 
ROBBIE'S BEAUTY SHOP 
IF YOUR HAIR TSN'T BECOMING TO YOU 
YOU SHOULD BE COMING TO US 
1665 OTTAWA STREET CL 6-6962 





Man: "I keep seeing spots in front of my eyes-
red spots, black spots, all kinds of spots:' 
Friend: "H ave you seen an oculist?" 
Man: "::-.Jo, just spots." 
JOHN WEBB LIMITED 
JEWELLER 
DIAMONDS * WATCHES 
552-556 Ouellette Avenue 
Windsor, Ontario 
SAVE MONEY AT 
WHITEMAN FURNITURE CO. 
2 FRIENDLY STORES 
1182 WYANDOTTE EAST 1378 OTTAWA STREET 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THE ADAMS DRUG COMPANY limited 
TWO STORES 
Cor. Lincoln and Ottawa Sts. Tecumseh and Windermere Rd. 





15 UN(Vt;R SJTY WEST CL 6•6484 (,'L 3•0477 
RIVERSIDE-
1020 W\'ANOOTTE A1' VILLAIRE WH 5•0014 WH 3 •0660 
WYANDOTTE £AST-
U70 W\'ANOOTTI-! (next to Tlvott) CL 6•0258 CL ~ -2001 
VIHC£NTE-A CURL'S BEST FRIEND 
E. J. PEKAR'S 
OTT A WA SHOE REPAIR 
AND HAT CLEANING 
1695 Ottawa Street CL 4-2236 
TIVOLI BEAUTY SALON 
Pcrmancnts - Tinting - Bleach ing - Haircutting and Styli.ng 
by MORRIS ENKIN 
15a7 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST WINDSOR, ONT. 
Across from Tivoli Theah"e 
CL 4-6611 
CENTRAL HARDWARE 
56 PITT STREET WEST 
CL 3-7375 
Free Delivery 
JACK'S CORNER STORE 
1198 ;'lfonmouth at Ontario, Windsor 
CL 3-2905 
Two women were preparing to board the air 
liner. One of them turned to the pilot and said: 
"Now, please don't travel faster than sound. 
Vl/e want to talk." 
VICTORIA B.A. SERVICE 
Tecumseh at Chilver 
C,om t)lete Automotive Service 
ROAD SERVICE 




1434 OTTAWA STREET CL 2-6251 
Compliments of 
COPELAN D'S BOOKSTORES l TD. 
485 Pelissier Street 
1569 Tecumseh Rd. E. 2054 Wyandotte St. W. 
Compliments of 
A FRIEND 
SHOPPER'S PARKING GARAGE 
01"1':HATt:O Bl' 
TUNNEL PARKING LTD. 
AAA • OML • CAA 
;;65 DUFFERIN PLACE PHONE CL 2-4568 




BLUE AND WHITE, 1961 
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FARRELL'S PHARMACY LIMITED 
TECUMSEH AT GLADSTONE 
WI NDSOR CL 2-4170 
BERNHARDT'S 
WHEN YOU THINK OF FURNITURE 
Think of 
BERNHARDT'S FURNITURE LTD. 
Complime11tr of 
UNION GAS COMPANY 
OF CANADA LIMITED 
Mr. Sinclair's Unteachables 
llD 
BLUE AND WHITE , 1961 
Compli111l'11ls of 
R. P. SCHERER LTD. 
Manufacturers of 
Soluble Elastic Gelatin 
Capsules 




l\leats • Groce1·ies - Fruits • Vegetables 
1652 TECUMSEH BLVD. EAST CL 3-5251 
Parental excuse received for son's absence from 
school: "Please excuse Tommy yesterday, I was 




MARTIN DRUG STORE 
Ottawa Street Walkerville 
Phone CL 4-1076 
For Friendly Personal Service 
Shop at Your Neighbourhood 
IDA Drug Store 
A salesman boarded the train and took a room-
ette. He carried with him only a small grip, and 
the porter inquired of his other baggage. 
" I have none" said the man. 
" I thought you were a salesman," said the 
porter. 
"That's right, I am, but I don't need a lot of 
luggage, I sell brains." 
The porter scratched his lnead and said, "Well, 
you are the first salesman that ever rode 
the train without samples." 
Ouellette Avenue at Wyandotte St.- CL 4-2507 
Wyandotte Street East at Hall Ave.-CL 4-1334 
Ouellette Avenue at Shepherd Street-CL 4-2272 
Ouellette Avenue at Giles Boulevard- CL 3-1023 
Wyandotte Street W. at Partington- CL 6-2695 
Page 90 
1341 Ottawa Street-CL 3-8828 
THE WINDSOR REGIMENT 
RCAC 
REGIMENTAL PARADES 
MONDAY and THURSDAY 
SATURDAY FOR STUDENTS 
FINE IMPORTED CLOTHING 
BRITISH WOOLLE 15 
Chuck Holmes Custom Clothing 








BURNS AND TEARS REWOVEN 
He: " Does the moon affect the tide?" 
She: ' ·No, only the untied." 
Sign on a T exas farm fence : "Hunters don't 
shoot anvthing , that doesn't move, it may be 
my hired· man." 









309 ELLIS AVENUE 
WINDSOR 
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BARTLET MACDONALD & GOW LIMITED 











Bank of Montreal 






































Gordner & Pasikov Furs 
Grace Hospital School of 
Nursing 
Cray's Dept. Store 
H 











Inter-City Truck Lines 
J 
Jack's Corner Store 
Jack's Market 
Jolly, D. \\'. 
K 
KeUy, Walter D., l'uneral 
Home 
Kelsey Wheel Co. Ltd. 
M 
Mark Construction 
Martin Drug Store 
M. C. M. Dairy Bar 
Mean well, R. W. & Co. . 












Metropolitan Hospital School 
of Nursing 83 
0 








Robbie's l3cauty Shop 
Robertson Service .. 
s 
Scherer, R. P. 
Shoppers Parking 
Sinecton, John Ltd. 











Stephens. A. J. & Sons 87 
Sterling Building 
T 
Tivoli Beauty Salon 
u 








Webb, John Ltd. 
Whiteman Furniture 











Willy's of Canada Ltd. 83 
Windsor Board of 
Education Back Cover 
Windsor Business 
College Front Cover 








John Wyeth 86 




























FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED 
NORTH AMERICA'S FINE CARS : Ford • Falcon • Meteor • Comet • Mercury • Monarch 
Thunderbird . Lincoln Continental BRITISH FORD LINE: Anglia 105E • Prefect• Consul • Zephyr 
Zodiac FOR INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE: Ford Trucks • Mercury Trucks • Thames Vans 
and Buses , Ford Tractors , Fordson Tractors • Fordson Diesel industrial Engines • Farm Imple-
ments • Industrial Equipment TO REPt,.~E QUALITY WITH QUALITY: Genuine Ford Parts 




WINDSOR BOARD Of EDU(A, ,:::ot Take From the Library 
te nders to the 
Students, Teachers and Principal 
of 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
Its Congratulations 
on 
the Scholastic and Other Attainments 
of the School Year 1960-61 
Ward I . 





WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1961 
.. .. .... . ....................... . . K. C. Hortop, B.A. 
. . . .. .. . .. ............... ., G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
. ............................. H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., D.Sc. 
.. .. . .............. .......... G. M. Grant, Q.C., Chairman 
.......................................... D. W. Gray 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
M. G. Brick, D.D.S. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
J. C. Lawler 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. C. G. Sampson 
The Windsor Suburban Dfstrict High School Board joins in congratulating 
those students from its area who are attending your school. 
* WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL * 
